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Editorial
Open almost any book on Christianity in China and the reader will find that it will
deal at some point with the four historical attempts - and failures — of Christianity
to take root in China, from the Nestorians through the Jesuits in 17-18,h century,
the gunboat missionary movement of the 19^- to the near terminal decline under
communism. The question uniting ali these periods was, given the tierce cultural
and politicai resistance to Christianity in China, can the church ever take root in its
soil?
The revival of Christianity since the 1980s, often spectacularly described as
"Christianity fever", stili meets a divided opinion among scholars, especially those
in China. Some see it as a passing phenomenon, a short burst of energy as reaction
to totalitarian repression, especially during the Cultural Revolution, very much like
the steam released from a pressure cooker which quickly dissipâtes. Others put the
reason down to the dislocations in Chinese society, a transitional "spiritual
vacuum" that will eventually be filled by modem secular values in a more
prosperous and democratic society. On the other hand, some have looked at the
1980s as the real breakthrough that Christianity has been waiting for since the time
of Matteo Ricci. This time the gospel has not only reached the rural masses or a few
isolated government mandarins, but has touched the young intellectuals as well;
those who, a generation ago, were not only indiffèrent but actively anti-Christian.
This question, 'will Christianity ever take root in Chinese soil?' was asked again to a
group of Chinese scholars specially invited to a study day held at Lambeth Palace in
July 2009.
Why a meeting at Lambeth Palace and why should the Archbishop of Canterbury
be interested to hold and participate in such a gathering? The obvious answer is the
existence of an eminent intellectual tradition in the Church of England. One will
remember the formidable William Tempie who influenced the social and politicai
debate in Britain just before and during the Second World War. There are also
eccentric and controversial scholar-bishops and there is no better représentative
than David Jenkins of Durham, who ran the Humanum studies at the World
Council of Churches in the 1970s, and later was banned from preaching in some of
the churches of his previous diocese. John A.T. Robinson, Bishop of Woolwich,
provoked a tierce theological debate in the "public square", rare these days, with his
book, Honest te God, that replaced the God "out there" with the Tillich's "ground of
being", and questioned the physical reality of the résurrection of Jesus or the
miracles. But not ali scholar-bishops are libérais who court controversy. The
eminent N.T. Wright, also of Durham, is a famous biblical scholar with
conservative evangelical credentials. These are but a few examples. So it is not
surprising that the current Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr Rowan Williams
continues in this tradition. In Lambeth Palace he has not abandoned his academic
calling and continues to produce important works on theology and literature.
5

Why China? Dr Williams visited China in October 2006. It was an ecumenical visit
to the churches in China, in particular the China Christian Council, following the
footsteps of his predecessors, Robert Runcie and George Carey. Düring the visit,
besides the churches and government departments, he also visited and lectured in
Wuhan University and the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. This interest in the
intellectual reception of Christianity, and the progress of Christian studies in
Chinese academia, continued after the visit and developed into ad hoc conférences
held at Lambeth Palace. The first took place in Februar)' 2008 and the second in
July 2009. At these meetings, five Chinese scholars and an equal number of British
academics were invited to discuss a subject of mutuai interest, with the Archbishop
chairing or responding to the papers. Brief information of the study day itself can
be found on the Lambeth Palace website: www.archbishopofcanterbury.org.
Translations of the full Chinese papers are reproduced in Section I of this issue.
Zhao Lin of Wuhan University does not feel optimistic. China, like India, has never
surrendered culturally to the west as did Africa and S. America. The much vaunted
explosion of Christianity has not reached beyond 4% of the population, and has
failed to reach the elites in Chinese society, who stili rally round nationalistic ideáis
and the Communist Party. The revival of Confucianism, developing spontaneously
in academia and public media as well as being strongly promoted by the
government, will pose a formidable challenge. At the same time, there are already
signs that religious belief has succumbed to the influence of secularism and
postmodern deconstruction of values, and become a form of religious
consumerism; Christianity is often only an item of fashion for the young.
Li Xiangping, a sociologist of religion from East China Normal University, does
not believe that the future lies in macro-level dialogue with Chinese culture or with
the government. These external strictures have always been present in Chinese
society and, in their modem forms under communism, have pushed the already
pietistic and revivalist Protestant church in China into more personal, spiritual
spheres, contributing to a Chinese form of inner "syncretic" Christianity. Chinese
society is more suitable to the kind of loose, personal religious adhésion as seen in
the development of Buddhism and Daoism, and this characteristic can be seen in
the development of Christianity especially since the 1980s. This explains the
difficultés in creating a unified ecclesial structure or replicating the social functions
of the church in the west. The western paradigms of organized dénominations,
relations between church and state or church and society cannot be applied to
China. The future of Christianity lies rather in the development of small locai
networks based on interpersonal relations and service to the immediate community.
It will not be a church of opposition, or one which constantly fights for its rights,
but one for mutual, personal benefit. It may be a locai church serving the locai
community, and in turn receives the guarantee and protection of society.
Sun Xiangchen, from the Philosophy Department of Fudan University, offers a
différent perspective. He firmly believes that the "Cultural Christian" movement
and the development of Sino-Christian theology in the 1980s and 1990s have

transformed opposition among Chinese intellectuals to interest and commitment
toward Christianity. Firstly, it has corrected the narrow Chinese understanding of
western modernity, prevalent since the May Fourth Movement of the 1920s, as
consisting only of "science and democracy", and replaced it with a more holistic
perspective, including the religio-cultural tradition of the west. Secondly it produced
a whole generation of Christian intellectuals who, while working in academia, are
equally committed to the church and to the course of Christianity's development in
China. The problem with Sino-Christian theology is that the first generation of
"Cultural Christians" put their emphasis on academic, non-church study of
Christianity and to a large extent remained as "outsiders". As such they contributed
to the création of a platform and set some of the boundaries for theological
discourse. But who will inhabit this new forum? Who are the subjects and masters
of the discourse? The new generation of "Christian intellectuals" firmly believes
that theology can only be done in the Christ event, and therefore in the necessity of
both a personal faith and a corporate expression, hence the necessity of the church.
This complétés the circular journey of 30 years of Christian intellectual journey,
away from the church to returning to it. This insightful observation of Professor
Sun is most interesting. He has the uncomfortable but privileged position of living
in the transition between the two générations, and of being a non-Christian scholar
yet deeply sympathetic to Christianity.
The fourth article is not from the conférence mentioned above. We have chosen it
because it counterpoints the theme of the other papers, with Monika Gaenssbauer
reflecting on the place of religious studies (particularly Christian studies) in
contemporary Chinese culture. She looks intently at another transition, as Chinese
thinkers begin to assess the legacy of thirty years of Reform and Opening (19792009), and contemplâtes the place of religious values (specifically Christian ones) in
the modernisation of China and Europe.
Section II of this issue is rather short. And this is likely to be the case in the future,
as more and more information is now available from China in both the
international press and on the internet. There is, however, stili space for including
some significant documents, e.g. the letter of Cardinal Bertone to the Catholic
priests (including bishops who have the "fullness of the priesthood"). In it, it calls
for understanding and communion to overcome division, which is the vision of
hope in the Pope's letter two years ago. In the same month, the underground
bishop of Baoding has decided to "come out" and joined the government
sponsored Patriotic Association. Although he is not the first to do so, it is a very
significant development since Baoding has been the epicentre of the underground
Catholic Church, whose former leaders have been martyred for their loyalty to
Rome. However, observers outside China believe that rapprochement between the
Chinese government and the Vatican will not make much progress in the coming
year, but given the internai progress in the Catholic Church in China itself this may
not be as urgent.
Edmond Tang
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Section I
Articles

T h e difficult issue of "religion replacing
community" in Christianity: perspectives on the
socialization of Christianity in contemporary China
LiXiangping^fo]5?
Professor of Religious Studies,
Chair of the Centre for Research on Religion and Culture
East China Normal University
(Trans. Cinde Lee)

After two centuries of the development of [Protestant] Christian traditions in
China, Western pietism and revivalism remain the basic features of many Chinese
churches, and have to a certain extent adapted to the Chinese people's way of
engaging with faith. Chinese Christians mostly emphasize religious piety when they
refer to religious and moral systems, they tend to emphasize glorifying God and
striving for the common good. For this reason, although the Christian gospel came
from the West, it has been possible for it to take root in Chinese society, and hence
become a significant component of Chinese belief.
In these two hundred years, the Chinese Protestant church has entered into a
"post-denominational period" in terms of its organization, and has developed a
unique social character particular to Chinese society. Christian liturgy, sacred music,
Spring Festival posters in churches, local dialect prayers, Chinese customs during
weddings and funerals and the translation and publishing of the Bible all seem to
indicate that Christianity has become a not insignificant and integral part of Chinese
social culture: its roots have been firmly planted in Chinese society. Even though
there are external factors or pressures, Christianity will continue to survive and
develop. What can be done to strengthen and nurture these roots, so that
Christianity can assimilate further into the Chinese community? This is a question
which needs to be addressed and is worthy of discussion.
Grappling with China's rapid development is an unavoidable question and a
significant issue for Chinese intellectuals. From a theoretical point of view, based in
the sociology of religion, the development of Christianity in China can be
considered as a question of how a church and its model of belief are implemented
in the local context, and how it can become a significant part of Chinese society
and culture.
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Backwardness - invasion - infiltration

The concept of the "socialization of religion" in this essay chiefly emphasizes the
way religions in China become relatively independent, self-sustaining social
subsystems beyond the domain of the State, public authorities and economic
market. Social subsystems possess autonomous variables and can evolve into
independent structures, building interlocking relationships with other domains. 1
Using this concept as a startdng point, this essay will discuss the development of
Christianity in China, not only as a question of rising numbers of individuai
believers or churches, but as a question of how Christianity has developed into an
integral part of Chinese society and culture. It will discuss the main viewpoints of
Chinese intellectuals on this subject and then analyze how Christianity can become
truly "socialized" in China. This essay argues that if Christianity can complete its
socialization in China, then the issue of Christianity truly taking root in China will
be resolved also.
Regarding the rapid growth of Christianity in China, the following three viewpoints
represent the majority of scholarly responses in China:
1.

religious infiltration;

2.

an imbalanced religious ecology;

3.

tensions in State-religion relations.

It is worth noting that these schools of thought reflect the Chinese reception of
Christianity in the past Century. The basic attitude is that Christianity's success
derived from China's backwardness and the posture of "cultural invasion" which it
adopted.
Two hundred years ago when [Protestant] Christianity entered China, it was during
a period when China was experiencing a rapid transition from the medieval era into
the modem era. This period of change coincided with the Western invasion of
China; warships and canons accompanied Christian civilization's entrance into
Chinese society. A famous scholar once said that Buddhism came into China on the
back of a white horse, while Christianity came with Western guns. Christianity
entered China when it was weakened and made vulnerable by prolonged periods of
poverty and corruption.
The view that Christianity accompanied cultural invasion

is closely tied

to the viewpoint that Chinese society had been backward. China was indeed
backwards and the Coming of Christianity was accompanied by military and politicai
invasion; it was not diffìcult to associate the expansion of Christianity eastwards as
1

See Li Xiangping ^[R] 1 ?, Zhongguo dangdai zongjiao de shehui quanshi,

^ S ^ f t ^ Ü C K j t t Ä ^ & S [Sociological Interpretation of Contemporary Religion in
China], Shanghai People's Press 2006.
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a cultural invasion. The military and politicai assault meant that the entry of
religious culture was tainted with the characteristics of cultural invasion, and the
subsequent growth of Christianity in China was considered to be an ongoing
"cultural invasion".
The formation of this view around the 1920's was obviously influenced by the
international situation and the foreign policies of the Nationalist and Communist
parties. In January 1921, Chen Duxiu

published Christianity and the Chinese

1

people { S ' M ^ ^ ' - t - S À ^ in which he gave and analysed ten reasons why
Christianity was causing conflict in China. Amongst these, the second was
"governments of various countries use evangelization as a weapon for invasion, thus
arousing the general resentment of the Chinese people". There had been regulär "antireligious" outbreaks in the recent past, during which sentiments of anti-aggression were
deeply embedded. Chen may have been the first Communist to link Christianity with
the concept of invasion.
On

9* March

1922,

the Manifesto of the Anti-Christian Students Association

signified the beginning of the "Anti-Christian" movement.
At first, the movement was directed only at the collusion of Christianity with capitalist
economic invasion, pointing to the irrationality of the modem capitalist system, and the
function played by the Christian churches. Hence Christianity was considered as "our
enemy"; churches were seen as the world capitalismi "vanguard for economic
invasion".
There was already a consensus against "cultural invasion" in the Communist Party. As
early as June 1923, the Third Congress of the Chinese Communist Party discussed the
issue of anti-imperialism during the drafting of Party régulations. Régulations restricting
foreign countries and individuals from founding churches within China were written
into the Party constitution.2
The proposai of "cultural invasion" countered the simplistic, positive attitude
towards Western culture encouraged by the New Culture Movement [of the 1910s].
The nation was alerted and began to resisi the infiltration of imported cultures, thus
forcing religious cultures including Christianity to reform. With the progress of the
20* Century, résistance to cultural invasion, which had arisen out of the antiimperialist struggle, was generalized and became the dominant view of ali Western
cultural undertakings in China in the people's collective memory. This influenced
and limited the exchange of Chinese and Western cultures for a considérable period
of rime, Doubtless, this view's far-reaching influence has also been a significant
historical factor in the approach of contemporary Chinese intellectuals towards the

2

Tao Feiya, PÊ03E: "Wenhua Qinlüe"yuan-liu kao, ' Ì C f t f t B f r ' W M ^ 'Investigation

into the source and spread [of the term] "cultural invasion", in Wen-shi-zhi, ^ C Ä ^ , 5
(2003): 31-34.
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development of Christianity in China. The pre-eminent theory of "religious
infiltration" in contemporary China has inevitably been influenced by this historical
attitude.
The idea of "religious infiltration" suggests [subversive] ideas filtering through
holes in an overarching structure. The underlying situation behind the formation of
such a view is the State-recognized structure of the five major religions, meaning
Protestant Christianity, Catholicism, Buddhism, Taoism and Islam. Any religious
activities outside of specified venues for these five major religions find it difficult to
claim legitimacy, particularly those which utilize foreign resources or promote
Western cultural content. Such activities are considered to be acts of infiltration,
with non-religious or extra-religious aims. Some viewpoints maintain that the
"House Churches" are a manifestation of religious infiltration. This is the reason
why "House Churches" have not been able to achieve [a legitimate] identity within
contemporary Chinese society even though the phenomenon has been in existence
throughout the development of Christianity in China.
Under the influence of the concept of infiltration, Christianity has not been able to
shake the image of a "foreign religion". It has been portrayed as an opponent to the
inherent [Chinese] ideology, an alien cultural system, one which has proven
difficulties in integrating into contemporary Chinese society. These ideas have a
historical logie: the entry of Christianity into China was a backward phenomenon
during a backward era. The underlying thought suggests that once Chinese society
has developed and gained strength Chinese people will no longer need Christian
religion and will no longer subscribe to the Christian faith.
In recent years, with economic growth and social development in China, claims that
the Chinese people no longer need to place their faith in Christianity have
resurfaced. Such claims are based on the différence between local and foreign
traditions and beliefs, and have gained varying degrees of intensity. According to
this logie, China is now stronger, Chinese people should only subscribe to their
own traditional religions and cultures. This kind of argument has rime and again
emerged within the Chinese intelligentsia in recent years. In contrast to the
"religious infiltration" viewpoint which sprung from ideological necessity, this new
opposition has come out of an emerging civil society.

II

An imbalanced religious ecology

Among scholars of Chinese religion, the most populär view regarding the rapid
development of Christianity in contemporary China is that it is the resuit of an
imbalance in China's religious ecology. The main perspective is that the
establishment of New China in 1949, and especially the Cultural Revolution which
lasted from 1966 to 1976, unleashed a far-reaching extermination of folk beliefs and
religions, bringing about a spiritual or religious vacuum within Chinese society. This
14
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vacuum paved the way for Christianity to gain access to the entire country, Alling a
void that had been left behind
Due to Christianity's rapid growth in the 30 years of the Reform and Opening
Policy some scholars have termed the phenomenon a "gushing well'

, leading

to a sériés of questions. The most noteworthy amongst these questions is the issue
of whether there is an "imbalanced religious ecology".
"Religious ecology" ^ f f t i É ï f ë : refers to the situation of religions within society.
Under normal parameters, it is assumed that religions provide mutuai checks and
restraints, develop freely and achieve a balanced state. Each religion can reach their
respective goals, within their respective markets, satisfying the needs of various
communities. However if the balance between the religions is breached, some
religions will grow extremely quickly while some others will dwindle, while still
others will be suppressed.
Based on this theory of religious ecology, a populär view is that the rapid growth of
Christianity in China has resulted from the government's excessive restraint of folk
religions and beliefs. The removal of folk religions has opened up development
opportunities for Christianity in China. Commentators suggest that the government
had wanted to keep Christianity in check, but had in fact aided its development.
The first promoter of such concepts was a scholar based in Hong Kong. His theory
held that the reason Christianity had gained such tremendous growth in rural China
was that after the Chinese Communist Party founded the nation, they spared no
effort in rooting out folk religions, thereby removing the biggest obstacle to
Christianity among the [religious] grass roots and providing vast missionary
prospects for growth. From such an angle, the religious policies implemented by
the Chinese Communist Party turned out to be a strong stimulus for Christian
development. As folk religions were comprehensively banned in rural areas,
obstacles to taking on Christian faith, in both social and psychological terms, were
eliminated. Peasant farmers had invested their [spiritual] sentiments into
Christianity, and Christianity had become a Substitute for the original religions. 3
A supplementär}- view among some people is that Mao Zedong, who started and
led the decade-long Cultural Revolution, was sent by God to China. It was Mao
who eradicated the "superstitions and heresies" from Chinese society, everything
which could have hindered the development of Christianity. That is the reason why
Christianity revived so quickly [afterward] and developed so exponentially.

3

Leung Ka Lun [Liang Jialin], ty^Mk, Gaige kaifangyilai de Zhongguo nongeun

jiaohui,

S c ï p î i Î f c W i f é & t l Î ' I l I ^ t t i ^ ê [The Chinese rural churches since the reform

and opening policy], Hong Kong Alliance Bible Seminary, 1999; pp. 216 and 224.
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Such views did not attract much attention initially, but in recent years they have
become a hot topic amongst scholars.4 In response to this, there are those from
religious and academic circles who feel that the development of Christianity is most
detrimental to the heritage and development of Chinese traditdonal religious culture.
Some have even suggested to the government that folk religions and beliefs should
now be encouraged to resist the development and infiltration of Christianity and
other imported religions, thereby improving the religious ecology. There are some
viewpoints which are even more provocative: some have suggested that China
should develop a national religion and belief. Such a view has excited quite a
substantial response among the Chinese people. Putting religious belief and
national identity into one boat creates an inclination towards religious nationalism
in which only religious beliefs which bear a national identity would be considered
legitimate.
The theory of a religious ecology has revived the debate over whether or not
"Christianity is a foreign religion". Superficially, "the multi-faceted tradition of
Chinese religious beliefs must not be neglected; the intimate relationship between
the fundamental core values of religious beliefs and those of Chinese culture cannot
be overlooked. Moreover, the real impact and rapid spread of imported religions
due to globalization must not be disregarded." But hidden within these lines there
is criticism directed towards government religious policy, and a politicai expectation
that the State authorities should vigorously promote traditional religious beliefs,
"the State should include 'religious safety' within the mid- to long-term 'national
cultural security' pian. The effective transmission and élévation of [Chinese]
religious soft power (including the universal values and timeless characteristics of
Chinese traditional religious civilization) should be included in the strategy for
national cultural security, so that national strategie security may be upheld by a nontraditional safety domain". 5

4

See Duan Qi WC&i, 'Zongjiao shengtai shiheng shi dangjin Zhongguo lidujiao fazhan
kuai de zhuyao yuanyin',
[The
imbalance of religious ecology is the main reason behind the present rapid growth of
Christianity in China], published in Gansu UFWD, ed., 2008 Minzu zongjiao wenti

gaoceng luntan jiaoliu ziliao, 2008KK^ÛCfô]®iÎî®ïèi£ SflftìSW [Documents
from the 2008 ethnie religious questions summit meeting], See also Zhongguo zongjiao
and
baogao, ^ H ^ f i f f i a 2009 [Report on Chinese Religion, 2009], ed. Jin Ze
Qiu Yonghui i^Tkiff, 2009 Beijing Social Sciences Academic Press.
5
Working Group of Institute of World Religions, CASS, 'Bentu jinghuai yu quanqiu
shiye - Gan-Xiang-Yun sansheng lidujiao xianzhuang diaocha baogao',
M,
W o f ê S f f i l Ê f [Native sentiments and
global vision - survey report on Christianity in liangxi, Hunan and Yunan Provinces],
published Jin Ze, Qiu Yonghui, eds., op. cit., pp. 230-264.
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Compared with Christianity, traditional religions and beliefs are seen as more
legitimate within contemporary Chinese society. Chinese traditional religion, local
Buddhism and folk religions, meet the needs of a modernity with national traits. So
Christianity, which came from Western societies, needs to be resisted. Additionally,
the State's preference for traditional Buddhism, Daoism and folk religions will
intimate to the Chinese people that traditional religions are more beneficiai to social
harmony and progress. As a result, religious nationalism can be used to
(re)construct contemporary Chinese religious belief structures, and redress the
imbalance in China's religious ecology.
This phenomenon is similar to the emergence of cultural traditionalism and
religious populism as a response to globalization around the world. The integration
of power and faith transforms racial and national identity into one which emerges
from religious belief. This interaction not only directly affects the legitimacy of
Chinese public authorities but also détermines the model by which the state relates
to the religions. Therefore the theory of an imbalance in the religious ecology
naturally reflects questions about "religious structures"; structural problems become
problems of "religious ecology". So the religious ecology debate becomes a
contemporary exponent of [the traditional slogan] "distinguish the foreign from the
Chinese" but using one religion to criticize another could make traditional Chinese
religion reliant on the [politicai] system.

III

Tensions in the relationship between State and Religion

Christianity's further development within contemporary Chinese society faces no
fewer challenges and pressures than it did in the first half of the 20* Century. The
theory of imbalance in China's religious ecology reflects the deep cultural and
strong traditional nature of this challenge. Such challenges seem to spring from [the
urge] to protect the dominant position of Chinese native culture and belief. There
are many scholars who feel that Christianity's future development in China should
not meet "hard résistance" from the State, but rather "soft résistance" from
traditional religious culture and beliefs.
If we look carefully at the real intent behind this, it is not difficult to detect "hard
confrontation" within such "soft résistance", particularly the systematic nurturing
of traditional religious beliefs. Why is it that no one is particularly worried when the
numbers of Buddhists, Daoists and believers of folk religion are on the increase?
But when the numbers of Christians are on the rise, it seems to inspire such worry
and misgivings. There are those who chillingly elevate the issue and give it the
historical significance of racial and national subjugation. In contemporary Chinese
society the number of Buddhists, Daoists and believers in folk religions stili far
surpasses the number of Christians. However, due to a lack of Organization and the
difficulties in identifying believers and their faiths, it is felt that Christian numbers
are on a consistent rise and that has led to much reproach.
17
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This is not a simple religious studies issue, nor is it the elementary issue of a rise
and fall in the numbers of believers; it is a serious issue connected with the
sociology and politics of religion.
According to most people, Christianity is a "foreign religion", but this touches only
the surface of the issue. To say that traditional Buddhism and Daoism are less
organized and exclusive would be closer to the truth of the matter. It is necessary to
recognize that Christianity is a religion with a very strong, systematic Organization,
while Buddhism, Daoism and Chinese folk religions are mainly considered as ways
of life. The living character of traditional [Chinese] religious and cultural beliefs do
not make people think of them as religious doctrines; believers maintain an
instrumental view of religious identity. But Christian organizational and fellowship
structures instruct people to feel that theirs is a systematic belief. In a transitional
society where new social structures are emerging, it is not hard to see why such
groups can come to be seen as "anomalous".
This view first surfaced at the beginning of the 20th Century. At that time there was
a conviction that ethics, science, moral éducation or philosophy might replace
religion in the maintenance of cultural values. This mode of thought meant that
people were given free reign to develop functional Substitutes for religion; faith in
religion was seen to be nothing more than a search for a disciplined system of
morality. This means that when today's Chinese are faced with the vicissitudes of
rapid social change, particularly as the hold of morality, science, moral éducation
and philosophy weaken, so Chinese religions have gradually begun to reclaim their
functionality in these areas. The particular place of Chinese Christianity during this
period, and the cause of such consternation, even panie, among some Chinese
people and intellectuals, relates to the fashion in which it structures fellowship and
values. Such people are fearful that Christian religion is not only a functional
Substitute for ethics, arts and philosophy, but it has also become a "substitute
society", thereby seeming to augur the "replacement of society by religion".
I wish to emphasize that one of the main reasons for Christian growth in
contemporary China is not China's backwardness, nor Christian culture's invasive
intent or infiltration by foreign religions, rather it is because Christianity is an
organized religion and its methods of fellowship and faith have created various
tensions between Christianity and Chinese society. In fact, it is this tension that has
helped cause the rapid growth of Christianity in contemporary Chinese society.
I have formed this viewpoint based on my research into contemporary Chinese
Christianity over recent years, and my view is shaped by my observation and
experience. Christians believe in suffering and grâce; the distinctive of Christian
organizations and daily life are built around such a configuration. When faced with
external pressures, Christian faith thrives and its organizations become more
robust. When under pressure, the internal structures of Christian organizations
unite more intensely, and Christians identity more strongly with their common
identity. Christians implement the sharing of their faith through mutuai assistance
18
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and evangelization, which is why the number of Christians grows quickly. My basic
conclusion: the more external pressure that faces Christianity, the greater is its
capacity to grow.
This is particularly the case in China, where an independent, civil society has not yet
become a social reality. Any group which has a communal way of life or shares a
common spiritual structure faces questions about its legitimacy. A basic tenet of
traditional Chinese society has been "when a hundred people are assembled, there
cannot be injustice; how much more when the whole world is gathered?" When
groups and factions become organized, people begin to worry whether the rule of
the country will become unstable, might order disappear. "When people assemble
as ruler and subjects, the enemies are dispelled; between coming together and
dispersing, there is not the smallest fraction. When all under heaven returns to a
single ruler, each man in his own heart becomes his own master." 6
Contemporary changes in Chinese society follow a well understood historical
trajectory; minority organizations became majority ones, loosely organized fiefdoms
became disciplined states. This journey of change has a central characteristic,
namely a transition toward rationalization and bureaucratization. Once an
organization establishes a structure, it becomes formalized and regularized. In the
process of social change in contemporary Chinese society, systematic changes
became important in the transition from a traditional society based on etiquette to a
modern society based on legal norms. Traditional social organizations, which relied
on commonly articulated values and consensus to reach unity and solidarity,
dwindle. They are replaced by the abstract world which accompanies large-group
associations. From small societies to large ones, from small organizations to large,
this is a universal shift in modernization. That is why, in this process of change,
"organization" has become a central issue in the modernization of China. 7
The various religious organizations in contemporary China, what are sometimes
called "Faith-Based Organizations" (FBOs), in fact provide value systems for
society. With the disintegration of the ¿/¿«»«/-controlled "totalitarian society", FBOs
can make use of the more flexible organizational models available to religions and
the social principle of voluntarism. This provides free reign to social functions
unavailable to other social organizations and lies behind their increasing capacity
for social service. Their increasing spiritual orientation toward society is another
level in the broader trend toward pluralism.

6

Editor's note: a saying attributed to Su Dongpu (1036-1101), a noted statesman and
poet.
7

Liu Chuangchu MMIè and Yang Qingkun féi^M, Zhonggao shehui - cong bubian

dao jubian, ^ B l t ê — M ' F - S E P J USE [Chinese society- from no change to rapid
change] Chinese University of Hong Kong Press, 1989, pages 20-24 and 27.
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It is necessary to point out that such changes and developments are only a trend,
and have not reached completion. The process continues. Chinese society's selforganization, its structures for spiritual association and sharing, still has a long way
to go. But as this trend has emerged, as people leave behind the danwei system in
which the bureaucracy controlied social life, so Christian fellowships and groups
have doubtlessly adapted to the growing trend. They provide for some Chinese a
spiritual way of life within communal or social organizations. The spiritual sharing
in these communal and social organizations is by no means a spiritual choice and
way of life for the majority; some like it and some don't. This is the normal
situation for social choices. However, because Christian organizations are viewed
by some with intense suspicion, the Christian fellowship groups find themselves in
a difficult situation. It is precisely this predicament between external pressure and
internai fellowship which engenders such a uniquely tense structure.
I have termed this tense structure an aberrant "society"

Düring the

construction of a civil society, such an abnormal "social" form seems to be a model
case of "religion replacing society", despite sociologists speaking of the way in
which "society protects religion". As I have already asked, "If society is absent, how
could religion exist?" Faith could attach itself to what? If society is like the skin,
then religion is like the hair upon that skin. Without the skin, where can the hair
attach itself? Suppose this "hair" is attached to the skin of national politics or that
of the commercial economy, then this "hair" is no longer "hair"! Naturally, this
situation has resulted in a strong tension within the development of Christianity in
Chinese society. It may be said that present Chinese society still lacks the structural
resources for the full consolidation of the forms of Christian faith. Maybe Chinese
society is better suited to the belief format of traditional Buddhism, Daoism and
folk religions. Chinese people have their own faith; they do not necessarily share it
in social groups or engage in communal méditation. Loose, personal and mystical;
[Chinese] religion is individualistic with each person taking their own Buddha path.
Chinese people have their own personal faith, meaning that there is no need for any
religious rationalization or evolutionary route toward the socialization of their faith.
We do not have a multi-layered social theory; the concepts of a civic or citizen
society have never been applied to the Chinese people. In the same way, we do not
seem to require a shared spiritual social structure. In fact, as religion replaces
society, so society integrates religion. This is an opposing yet complimentary
process. Where society is weak and religion is strong, there are problems; but if the
government is too strong and society is weak, the existence of religion becomes an
anomaly.
Xia Cengyou M W f ó (1863-1924), in his preface to Yan Fu's H i t (1854-1921)
famous Chinese translation of [Edward Jenks'] A History of Politics, proposed the
rule: "When religion and politics are distant [from each other], change comes easily;
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when religion and politics are close, change is more difficult." 8 If we argue
Christianity's development in China has been aided by the tension between state
and religion, then in essence Xia was already discussing the same topic over a
hundred years ago. Where religion and politics have a close relationship, the tension
becomes very great; where politics and religion have a distant relationship, the
tension becomes less. From a sociological perspective, if politics and religion have a
close relationship, the position and fonction of society is very weak; but if the
relationship between religion and politics is a distant one, the position and fonction
of society is strengthened. So, while on the surface we are discussing the
development of Christianity, in fact we are concerned with the issue of how civil
society may be constructed in China. A "strong" society acts as the buffer zone
between politics and religion; it is also a necessary intermediary if religious fonction
is to be continued normally. If politics and religion are head to head in batde, it
would be stränge if there were no [social] problems.

IV

Religion and society join forces

It is important to point out that emergent Christianity in contemporary China is not
a monolithic block, but has diverse and multi-faceted aspects. Generally speaking,
the forms in which Christianity exists in contemporary China may be categorized
into flve types: the Three-self Churches, house churches, independent churches,
workplace churches (or business fellowships) and scholars' fellowships. When
considering the relationship between these developmental forms and the authorities
they can be categorized as types within the system and types without. Those forms
within the system should be considered as the resuit of Christian coopération with a
variety of social groups, while those external to the system are the natural resuit of
tensions with society.
In the development of Christianity in China, tensions with external structures have
had some very important effects. But it might indeed be said that Chinese
backwardness, cultural invasion, religious infiltration and the imbalanced religious
ecology — ail of which have led to tensions between Christianity and the state — are
all extrinsic factors to Chinese Christianity itself. They have not evolved out of the
Christian framework or its constituent organizations. Indeed, traditions within
Western Christianity such as pietism and revivalism are well-suited to the internal
logie and ritual customs of Chinese people. [Chinese] religious and ethical systems
frequently stress the importance of dévotion and personal piety, and these are often
the first features to develop within a Chinese Christian social context.

s

Quoted in Liang Shuming Iftìft'/S, Zhongguo wenhuayaoyi
[The
Essence of Chinese Culture], Shanghai, Xuelin Press, 1987, pages 248-249/i5.
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The deeper integration of Christianity into Chinese society demands, therefore, a
certain transformation of internal and external structures, which will enable the
Christian enterprise to extricate itself from some of its more complicated disputes.
The tense structural relations of Chinese Christianity owe largely to the fact that its
basic developmental model does not follow the pattern understood by the
sociology of religion. In the sociological model, "religion" and "society" develop
mutually responsive structural organizations, out of which are b o m various
religious dénominations and sects. However as mutuai access and understanding
between "religion" and "society" are relatively weak at the moment, "religion" has
become a problem at the politicai level. Tensions between state and religious
structures have naturally strengthened and become more prominent. Nevertheless,
Christianity's development in China has adhered to China's traditional blend of
worship and has embodied certain [Chinese] theological beliefs. It belongs to an
eastern category, neither dualistic nor pluralistic, embodying a synthetic theology.
From the viewpoint of Western theology, Chinese Christianity maintains this,
perhaps somewhat "syncretic", character.
The still relatively weak interaction between "society" and "religion" [in China
today] has impelled many Chinese Christians to place added weight on internal
piety, to stress personal salvation in order to confront the tensions described. As a
resuit, church development and growth has been différent from that of the
American and European churches, nor has it followed the Channels mapped out by
sociologists of religion. Rather, the Chinese church has adopted the spiritual
principle of learning through experience, embodying the mysterious theology of the
Cross with its connotations of a theology of suffering. The function of such a
theology can be found in the structural tension; it still plays a part in Christianity's
process of development, and shows no sign of atrophying. Nonetheless, it is
precisely this model of development which has led Christianity to face a "problem
of socialization" within the context of wider Chinese progress. Christianity is
confronting afresh the multiple challenges of Chinese society, Chinese traditional
culture and beliefs, and the challenge of a society in construction. In the long term,
Christianity cannot remain a structure in tension [with society] and yet continue to
develop. In other words, the question becomes whether Chinese Christianity can
develop from being "in tension" - with Chinese society, politics and traditional
culture — to "joining forces" with these sectors. This is the question confronting
structural change within Chinese Christianity. The question comes in several basic
forms:
1. H o w can Christianity enter Chinese society and truly become part of populär
religious custom?
2. Is the Christian faith capable of expressing itself in locai society, utilizing other
patterns of religious practice to become fullv representative of Chinese social
culture?
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3. How can the Christian faith become a resource for social cohesion, a pattern of
belief associated with all Chinese people? Can it come to constitute a form of
"social capital"?
The essential question is whether, after two hundred years of change and
adjustment, Chinese Christianity is capable of moving from being in tension with
Chinese society to cooperating with it; can it move from a dualism of church and
society to a place where the two are mutually connected, to a mode in which the
Christian faith constitutes a link [between the individual] and society?
When researching the relationship between Christianity and Chinese local culture,
the central issue becomes how Christianity may enter into that society and whether
it can build up faith communities with local characteristics. Christianity may, in this
way, become a social resource for the Chinese people in their efforts to build up
their own local communities. Such analysis requires us to understand better the
building tools available to local Christianity, and the issues that arise from the basic
pathways taken by local Christianity in Chinese society.
Organizational separation and value pluralism are characteristics of modern society.
As a result, the [Chinese] Protestant church will find it difficult to maintain a single,
integrated organizational framework which holds a single social or political
position. Equally, it will be difficult for all Christians to gather together for any
concerted social action. This situation pertains not only to a whole denomination or
Christian group; it is even the same for a single, local church. It is difficult for the
Christian church, as an institutional social organization, to effect any practical
accomplishment in the modern political arena. Individual Christians will depend on
their own social understanding and understanding of the faith to make decisions
and help realize a "Christian society".
It is inevitable that traditional denominational and sectarian characteristics will
slowly fade, as they are assimilated and fused by local cultural and social elements in
the process of globalization. [New] categories of Christian institutions may be
constructed with more obvious local characteristics.
For two hundred years, the entry of Christianity into China has been met with
substantial resistance. Throughout that history, one of the most essential areas of
popular resistance was opposition to Christian denominationalism. Although
denominationalism has been a basic law of Protestant organizational development,
it has been difficult for the Chinese to understand and accept it. As a Chinese
Christians once put it, ".... Denominationalism not only failed to have the power
to move people, but it became one of the main causes for chaos within the
[Chinese] Protestant churches." Chinese hold a particular respect for an historical
and unified tradition, with an orientation toward holistic organizational
development. Many Chinese Christians feel that the sectarian dynamic intrinsic to
[Protestant] Christianity is detrimental to its taking root in Chinese society. Chinese
Christianity urgently requires a unified church to push forward the project of
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Christianity in the nation. "Today's China needs the salvation of Christ, and firmly
believes that only a unified church can save China."
The local transmission of Christianity in China has created several forms of
congrégation which have also provided mutual aid and public benefit. To a certain
extent, these developments have downplayed the original significance attached to
fellowship, but they have allowed the création of another organizational format
which focuses on interpersonal communication and service to the community. The
model functions around individuai faith as the product of the Gospel, and the
collective activity of shepherding the flock. As a resuit, the Chinese churches have
often taken a model of collective interaction, so Chinese "congrégations" often do
not have a particular location or building, but are engaged in the intangible
management of a believing space.
O n the other hand, Chinese Christian fellowships encourage interpersonal
interaction; when Chinese people go to church, they are not usually aiming for a
"faith that brings eternai Life". Some join because they are looking for the
interpersonal interaction and identification with other church members; this easily
becomes a form of locai knowledge and folk tradition. In such cases, Christian
fellowships become a type of social enterprise, an important resource for the
construction of Chinese social capital.
We could say that civil society has developed in three différent patterns in différent
countries around the world; namely the résistance model, the rights-protection
model and the cooperative [social] service model. In that case, Christianity in
contemporary China adhères to the cooperative service and rights-protection
models. As a resuit, [the worry of] "religion replacing society" may be transformed
into the functional patterns of "religion serving society" and "society protecting
faith".
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T h e Developing Situation of the World Church and
the Challenges it Faces in China
By Zhao Lin M Î ^
Institute of Philosophy, Wuhan University

(Translatée! by Lawrence Braschi)

Abstract: In this post-Cold War rnrld, conflicts ofpoliticai ideologi are increasingly superseded by
cultural conflicts (according to Samuel Huntingdon); the non-Western mrld is in the process of
cultural reconstruction, in two particular modes - the Latin American and African mode and the
Asian mode. Theformer displays a tendency toward 'complete Westernisation', while the latter bas
the characteristics of modernisation and non-Westernisation. In contemporary China, this tendency
bas led to the appearance of the culturally conservative, sodai movement known as "National
hearningfever" S
This process of cultural rehabilitation provides a favourable opportunity
for the propagation and development of Christianity in China, but one which is beset with severe
challenges. If Chinese Christianity is indeed to reach full maturity, it must first resolve questions of
its Sinicisation and indigenisation. Coinàdentally this is also the situation noiv faced by SinoChristian Theolog) /JUn

tt^.

I. Two différent models of development in the post-colonial, nonWestern World
Ever since Samuel P. Huntingdon, Harvard Professor of International Relations,
coined the term "clash of civilisation" in 1993, people have scoured international
events in the last fifteen years to find evidence to confirm (or deny) the existence of
such clashes. Moreover, since the end of the Cold War, there have been obvious
signs of a resurgence of native religious revitalization movements and currents of
cultural protectionism in the non-Western world. Both are more and more
prominent in traditional cultural circles worldwide. Despite the strengthening
influence of globalised economic powers and the trend toward a growing
uniformity in material culture and social systems, in terms of spiritual culture
(particularly aspects of religious faith) there are obvious signs of a "global divide".
Professor Huntingdon published his Clash of Civilisations and the Remaking of the World
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Order in 1996, stressing that the 21st Century would be shaped by the basic world
civilizations rather than by politicai idéologies or the (Western) Great Powers. The
influence of Islam, Hinduism and other "Eastern" religions would increase
markedly, he argued, and would outstrip Christianity in terms of worldwide growth.
A few years later, Philip Jenkins, a noted professor of the study of history and
religion at the University of Pennsylvania, published The Next Christendom. Jenkins
points out that, while in the 20 th century fascism, communism, the women's
libération movement, environmental protection, etc, affected the oudook of the
majority of the world's population, scholars overlooked one of the most important
changes of all, namely the historical change occurring in religion. He especially
pointed to the explosive growth of Christianity in the non-Western world.
Professor Jenkins speaks in admiration of one aspect stressed in Huntingdon's
Clash of Civilisations and the Kemaking of the World Order, namely the trend toward
revivalist movements in traditional religions. But Jenkins criticises Huntingdon for
over-estimating the rise of Islam and underestimating the rapid growth of
Christianity in parts of Africa and Latin America. Huntingdon asserts that during
the 21 st Century, the main growth of Christianity will occur only through
conversion, while the growth in the number of Muslims will occur through
conversion and a high birth-rate. Jenkins counters that Huntingdon has obviously
overlooked the high birth-rate and population explosions in many African and
Latin American countries, and that the growth of Christianity in these countries is
following the twin tracks of conversion and large numbers of children. Huntingdon
foretold that Islam would surpass Christianity as the world's largest religion around
about the year 2020; Jenkins estimâtes that even by 2050 there will be three
Christians to every two Muslims. 1 Leaving aside their divided opinions regarding
the future of Christianity and Islam, both of these scholars agree that the 21 st
Century will continue to see the trend of a powerful revivalism in traditional
religious movements.
According to statistics in the authoritative World Christian Encyclopaedia, the year
2000 saw the number of Christians (regardless of denomination) at two billion or
33% of the world's population. Of these Christians, around 820 million lived in the
well-off régions of the capitalist West (560 million in Europe, making up roughly
76% of the continenti population, and 260 million living in North America, or
81% of the population). 480 million lived in Latin America (making up 98% of the
population), 320 million lived in Africa (making up 46% of the population) and 360
million lived in Asia (making up roughly 8% of the local population). Estimâtes for
2050 predict a worldwide Christian population of 2.6 billion, of which 640 million
Christians will live in Latin America, 630 million in Africa, Europe in third place

1

See Philip Jenkins, The Next Christendom, (Oxford University Press, Oxford: 2002),
pp. 4-14
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with 550 million, and Asia with 460 million.2 From these data we can see that the
main geographic areas for Christian growth during this century will be Latin
America and Africa (that is, sub-Saharan Africa), while those areas of Asia with
their own historical traditions (as well as north Africa), will see much slower rates
of Christian growth. Compared with Latin America's 98% and Africa's 46%,
Christians in Asia make up a proportion of less than 8%.
On the other hand, in the year 2000, the number of Muslims reached 1.19 billion,
or 20% of the world's population; believers in Indian religions numbered 810
million or 13.5% of the world's population. While half of the Christian population
lived in Europe or North America, the vast majority of Muslims lived within the
circle of their traditional heartlands. In the three decades between 1970 and 2000,
the worldwide population of Muslims grew from 550 million to 1.19 billion, while
the number of adherents of Indian religions grew from 460 million to 810 million.3
During the same period, although the number of Christians grew from 1.24 billion
to 2 billion, the majority of this growth was attributable to the high birth-rate
among Africans and Latin Americans. In the heartlands of other religions in North
Africa and Asia, the rate of growth in the number of Christians does not even
match the growth in population (and in parts of the traditional European heartland,
the trend in the number of Christians is visibly declining).
These data reveal two differing patterns of development in post-colonial, nonWestem regions. The first model belongs to Latin American and Africa (that is,
sub-Saharan Africa). These areas had not achieved an independent civilization prior
to their subjugation by Western imperial forces (or they had archaic civilizations
which had already closed themselves off and were in gradual decline). For these
areas, the processes of civilizing

and colonizing occurred simultaneously.

The impact of Western culture was deep-rooted into their structures through the
thorough-going effects of colonisation. Consequently, nations in these areas very
easily became vassal cultural states ^t'ikßftM on the new boundary of Western
Christian civilization. Even after they gained political independence, these areas'
cultural arteries were inseparable from the Western world (i.e. Western Europe and
North America). They adopted Western religious beliefs (i.e. Christianity) to
become the basis of their own ways of life.
In contrast, the model of cultural development in Asia has revealed a very different
model. In the Muslim areas of West and Central Asia and in the Indian
subcontinent, cultural development since independence has followed a broadly
conservative road. The realisation of modernisation has occurred at the same time
as the refutation — or, at least, diluting — of Westernisation through the revival of
2

David B. Barrett, George T. Kurian and Todd M. Johnson, World Christian
Encyclopedia, 2nd ed., New York: Oxford University Press, 2001, pp. 12-15
3
DAWN Special Report-The State of Christianity 2003,
http://www.iesus.org.uk/dawn/2003/ dawnl6.html, Dawn Fridayfax 2003#16
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indigenous culture. The reason for this is that these civilizations already had deeprooted cultural traditions by the time they were subjugated to the Great Powers.
Political colonisation did not fundamentally alter the profound influence of their
traditional religious or cultural beliefs. When they cast off the shadow of Western
colonial and political ideology, these régions and nations had also progressed
towards achieving modernisation. A rapid rise in indigenous culture followed,
including a wave of cultural conservatism springing from religious revivalism.
In The Clash of Civilisations, Huntingdon proposes a "paradox of Western values".
H e suggests that the final resuit of cultural globalisation will not resuit in
Westernisation, but rather in the revival of indigenous and traditional religions. At
first, Westernisation and modernisation are intimately associated and non-Western
societies assimilate them together, but gradually the gains of the modernising
process begin to slow down. The rate of modernisation continues to increase but
the rate of Westernisation déclinés. Indigenous cultures experience a revival. In the
early stages of social change, Westernisation promûtes modernisation. But in the
later stages, modernisation promotes the revival of non-Western, indigenous
cultures in two particular ways. First, modernisation enhances the power of the
national economy, armed forces and government, strengthening confidence in
people's own culture; modernisation becomes a promoter of local cultures. Second,
by breaking open traditional ties and connections at the personal level,
modernisation promotes feelings of aliénation and anomie, creating an identity
crisis which often seeks resolution in religion.4 In Latin America and Africa the
process of Westernisation has far outstripped modernisation, but the circumstances
in much of Asia is the opposite: modernisation has to a large extent surpassed the
process of Westernisation.
So a second model can be said to be represented by the relatively similar situations
found in East Asia, the Muslim Middle East, and South Asia. In the post-Cold War
era Chinese have experienced economic development but are increasingly
conscious of the pressing need to rebuild their culture. Since the 1990s, China has
seen a very obvious trend toward the revival of traditional culture which is at odds
with the "inherent Westernisation" of the Reform and Opening period [started in
1979], In the 21 st century, Chinese are increasingly looking toward the spiritual
foundations of their traditional culture and seeking to articulate their own form of
modernisation. As the "National Learning fever" gets more intense, we should see
it as the product of this global picture. It is not just a cultural phenomenon or the
subjectivity of a small group of people, but instead the inévitable conséquence of a
worldwide cultural conservatism. In terms of its "spiritual essence", the "National
Learning fever" has parallels with Islamic revivalism in the Arab world and the rise
of Hindu identity in the South Asian subcontinent. They ail seek to develop

4

Samuel Huntingdon, The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of the World Order,
Chinese translation by Zhou Qi, Liu Fei, Zhang Liping and Wang Yuan, Xin Hua Press,
Beijing: 1998, pp. 67-8.
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tradition and promote indigenous culture. They ali verify the trend toward a nonWestern modernisation process in the post Cold War era (this model can especially
be seen in the slogan to "build a modern nation with .v characteristics").
The Chinese "National Learning" school mainly rests on Confucian cultural
thought. That tradition has been through a bumpy ride during the 20111 Century, but
its impact on the Chinese spiritual consciousness and value-system has been the
product of thousands of years of history; it is the basis of the Chinese
Weltanschauung. The Confucian human ideal — inner-sagehood and outer-kingliness
rtS^ïE
- concerns the wellbeing of the people and the state, its inherent logie
and attitude toward life is to do ali that is humanly possible, emphasising practical
values, while dismissing spiritual illusions. Even in contemporary Chinese society, it
has played a pivotal role in realising the potential of modernisation. Confucianism is
a distinctive historical and spiritual characteristic of the Eastern Powers as
compared with Western civilization. Even during the Reform and Opening period,
whose influence has shaped today's China, there has been an evident desire to
conserve the characteristics of our own culture, to initiate a modernisation which
does not have to follow the Western road. This trend corresponds to one around
the world. Perhaps in China it is only National Learning - particularly Confucian
thought — which can provide the basis for a revival of traditional culture, without
which it will be impossible to navigate the tortuous road to modernity with Chinese
characteristics.
However, from another point of view, the "National Learning fever" is just like the
Islamic revival movements and the rising tide of Hindu religion. It is a mixture of
very différent components, and it is hard to avoid the feeling that the dross is being
carried along with the gold. Without doubt there are significant spiritual resources
ffittjS/®
within the Confucian tradition which have become important in the
drive toward modernisation, but there are also many things within the tradition
which are the dregs of former days. We need to move away from the "three
cardinal guides and Ave constant virtues"

(which formed the standards

of ethical behaviour), the socio-structural ideology which differentiated between
seniors and juniors or the noble and the humble. Equally we must avoid
bowdlerized versions of "National Learning" which promote false conceptions of
democracy, or which advócate a "national religion". The profound influence of
Confucian thinking for a characteristically Chinese path to modernisation has
brought about a revival in "National Learning". However, if there is no possibility
for a deep soul-searching then the excitement surrounding this "National Learning
fever" will be a very short-lived, cultural mirage. In that case, we will not be able to
renew our model [of development] using traditional cultural resources, but to create
new cultural roots which will have a universal significance. From this point of view,
the ability of the "National Learning" school, and particularly Confucian thought,
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to scrutinize itself will be the most important and indispensable attribute for the
reconstruction of Chinese culture.
The historical experience of all countries has shown that such a self-scrutiny by
"National Learning" must make extensive use of and assimilate positive cultural
factors from foreign sources. The great openness in East-West cultural relations
during the Tang Dynasty allowed Confucian scholars in the subsequent Song and
Ming dynasties to draw upon Indian Buddhist philosophy; the German
Enlightenment combined aspects of British and French rationalism together with
the German people's inherent religious devotion and has shaped German culture
ever since, enabling its subsequent unification and prosperity. In the same way,
Western Christian civilization will play an undoubtedly important role in the
contemporary process of reconstructing Chinese culture. The Chinese nation lacks
the deep-rooted religious beliefs enshrined in Hinduism or Islam. But following the
weakening of political ideologies following the end of the Cold War, there is a very
favourable opportunity for Christian propagation and development in China
(provided that it can overcome suspicions of subversion and treachery). On the
other hand, the spiritual conflicts between traditional Chinese culture and
Christianity remain severe, remaining big hurdles for those who wish to see
Christian development in China.

II. The challenges faced by Christianity in contemporary China.
Christian developments in China have gone through all sorts of tribulations and
trials ever since the arrival of Matteo Ricci [1552-1610] and other Western Christian
missionaries during the Tang Dynasty. Over the long term, Christianity has not
been deeply cherished within the root and branch of traditional Chinese culture,
which regarded it as one of the many "mistaken paths" 3iPf~]il}M of non-Chinese
peoples. More contemporary Chinese, heads full of modern political realities, have
seen Christianity as a part of Western capitalist ideology. Particularly targeted and
wracked by political campaigns following 1949, to the extent that "Christianity" was
for a time no longer a word heard in Chinese society. Since the Reform and
Opening period, begun in 1978, there has been growing Western cultural influence
on Chinese society and the Christian faith has begun to prosper and flourish. In
comparison with the situations prior to 1978 and 1949, the scale and scope of the
number of Christians and churches has reached unprecedented historical levels. In
statistical terms, in 1900 there were around 1,200,000 Christians, while in 1949 the
number approximated five million. After 1949, through the influence of political
campaigns, the number of Christians was sharply reduced, and during the "Cultural
Revolution" they were forced to lay low. Since the Reform and Opening period, the
fortunes of Chinese Christianity have revived and some have talked of a "blowout"
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phenomenon 5 . This meant that by 2000 there were as many as 50 million
Chinese Christians or a ten-fold increase since 1949.6
However these flourishing circumstances should not just be seen from a single
historical angle. In reality, the situation in China is nothing like that in Latín
America or Africa, particularly when one considers the proportion of Chinese
Christians to the overall Chinese population. If 50 million represents a middle-ofthe-road estímate for the number of Christians in China today, then that would
represent approximately 4% of the national population, a figure which is
incomparable to the situations in Africa and Latín America, and which is even less
than the average level for Asia as a whole (approx. 8%). If we synthesise the field
studies by scholars in the area of Chinese Christianity, then we can clearly perceive
the "four manys" phenomenon in relation to Christian beüevers: many farmers (or
peasants), many illiterate or lowly educated people, many oíd people and many
women. This illustrates the characteristic weaknesses of the Christian faith in
Chinese society.7 As for the future of Christian development in China, there are at
least the following series of challenges.
First, there is Chinese traditional culture, particularly the mainstream of traditional
culture as represented by the Confucian cultural influence; the Chinese heart
culture. Confucian culture emphasises the basis of an inner humaneness
(benevolence, i—), out of which flow the four cardinal virtues — humaneness,
justice, propriety and wisdom. It stresses that human nature is inherendy good,
advocates a human path moving from the internal to the external, and the
realisation that man is an integral part of nature (or heaven). (This can be found
particularly in the Confucian Great Learning
, with the pathway of
rectifying the heart JE'C/\ sincerity, the study of natural phenomena
pursuit of knowledge

the

Q, the cultivation of moral character WMí, the governance

of one's family ^ r M , and administration of the state / p l

leading to the

pacitication of all under heaven ^ ^ " F . ) Thus a human being's place in the world
5

Translators note: the term refers to the sudden, uncontrolled gush of oil or gas from a
newly drilled oil well.
6
The actual number of Christians in China at present is a very difficult issue to resolve.
Government figures suggest around 20 million, while the US State Department reports
on world religions suggest that the number of Chinese Christians could be as high as 100
million. Scholars tend to follow a method of compromise, giving a figure of around 50
million.
7
It is true that the phenomenon of the "four manys" seems to have changed somewhat,
but its basic premise still cannot be denied. The recent "Christianity fever" among
university students and intellectuals cannot be equated simply with a rise in Christian
belief [within these groups].
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is to behave properly, improve one's character and unearth one's inner goodness.
This is completely différent from the search for an external saviour or rescue from
the spirits. The orientation of traditional Confucian spirituality and values is
obviously incompatible with the Christian faith's emphasis on original sin and
salvation. In addition, over centuries the Chinese have developed a very pragmatic
attitude toward religious belief; religions must provide instant results and respond
to the pleas of adherents efficiendy, otherwise they will be left out in the cold.
Whether it is the lack of a sense of sin or an excessive interest in effìcacy, these
traditional influences render it difficult for the Christian faith to make much
headway. Even more so, the currently fashionable "National Learning fever" has
also led to a resurgence of interest in traditional Buddhist and Daoist beliefs, not to
mention various folk religious beliefs. Ali of these have had a widespread influence
on the mass of the [Chinese] population.
In the mind of most Chinese intellectuals, the revival of classical culture has meant
the Confucian notions of "humaneness stemming from within"

03 3

and

"respecting the gods from a distance" ffcjÌIttM32E>è have strengthened the shape
of [their] atheism. This has made them even less willing to accept Christian
concepts of sin and salvation. For the average person who values the pragmatic
effìcacy of their religion, it is diffìcult to show how Christianity is obviously
superior to indigenous religions, witness the increasingly sharp compétition
between Christian churches, Buddhist and Daoist temples, and the various places
of worship of locai deities Ü t k i S . Such compétition may cause Christian beliefs
gradually to lose their distinctive social character as each tradition incorporâtes
aspects of magic and superstition. The suppression of Christianity by Confucian
and populär culture is also obvious in Taiwan and Hong Kong. Despite
tremendous politicai encouragement to the spread of Christianity in Taiwan, it has
struggled to break the hold of traditional Chinese cultural competitors. In 2007 the
proportion of Christians in Taiwan was 3.9% of the total population (probably less
than on the Chinese mainland), while the proportion of Buddhists and Daoists
stood at 35% and 33% respectively (although there was some overlap between the
two). Hong Kong, despite being a British colony for a long period, cannot compare
in the number of Christians with those who retain adherence to traditional Chinese
culture. In 2004 the proportion of Christians among the whole population was
3.14% which cannot even equal the number of adherents at the single Wong Tai
Sin U À fili tempie. We can infer from this that the "soft conflict" between
Confucian culture and Christianity will be even more profound and protracted in
China than the "hard conflict" between Christianity and Chinese politicai ideology.
This cultural conflict will probably supersede the politicai one.
The second challenge is that of contemporary Chinese politicai ideology.
Communism has furnished the ruling Party and mainstream society with a politicai
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faith ¡SOn'fii'fCP, and atheism is its chief religious characteristic. According to the
stipulations of the Communist Party's constitution, Party members must not adhere
to any religion. The Party encompasses the majority of the political and economic
elite, meaning that Christianity will find it very difficult to develop within these
groups in the foreseeable future. As a result it will be confined to spreading among
relatively weak [social] groups (this is one of the reasons for the Christian
phenomenon of the "four manys"). This is another area held in common by the
Christian encounter with China and its encounter with Muslim and Hindu societies.
The dissimilarities lie in the deep spiritual resistance which Islam and Hinduism
create in their societies, while in China it is the force of a political ideology which
presents the challenge. Even though the odd Party member or cadre might pray or
offer incense, that is nothing more than a personal desire for good fortune or a
means to obtain personal comfort. It is very difficult to say that that is really a
religious faith. But Christianity, with its demand for strong organisational adherence
(the church congregation), is not like Buddhism or those varieties of folk religion
which emphasise personal cultivation or personal prayer for blessings and the
warding off of disasters.
Add in Christianity's "Westernising" hue and one can see how it has easily attracted
politically sensitive connections. In recent years, China's rapid economic rise and
her increasing national strength have led to a percolating revival in China's great
power consciousness throughout all sectors of society. The significance of a strong,
personal and cultural identity has become evident. Under these circumstances, the
political demands of a "Socialist Culture with Chinese Characteristics" have led
government officials and state media to encourage Chinese traditional culture. They
would like to use "National Learning" to restrain "Western Learning" M ^
including Western religion. Such powerful political support for a revival of
traditional culture will mean that Christianity faces severe challenges if its
"blowout" phenomenon is to continue.
The third challenge facing Chinese Christianity is the influence of universal cultural
in this globalising era. From the latter half of the 20th century onward a postmodern, consumerist, fast-food culture, partially emerging out of the phenomena of
Hollywood and MacDonald's, has made an irresistible assault on all traditional
values and ways of life. It has subverted all kinds of traditional ideologies and
religious beliefs. This fast-food culture may be superficial, but it possesses
incredible force and affinity, using soft and cosy methods to subjugate young
people. In contemporary China, this culture has not only weakened traditional
ideological and rational values, but has also dispelled all kinds of profound and
widespread religious beliefs at a single stroke (on this point one need only look at
the way in which Chinese university students hold revelries on the night of
Christmas Eve). In those geographical regions which have a stable religious
civilization, for example the Christian West, the Islamic Middle East, or Hindu
South Asia, the influence of this fast-food culture can be partially restrained by
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strong religious beliefs. Conversely, in a Chinese society which has been unusually
indifferent to religious beliefs, the influence of fast-food culture is multiplied and
increased in scope. This has happened to such an extent that it seems that any kind
of fashionable, Western consumer item becomes immediately at home in China.
The spread of consumer culture has not only begun to pound against politicai
idéologies and the revival of traditional culture, but has also begun to menace the
development of Chinese Christianity. The profound thought and implications of
Chrisdan belief melt away in the presence of its superficial perceptions. The
worship of Western culture in previous years by university students and young
people has led to "Christianity fever", with some people developing such a close
interest that they were even converted into attending church. However this
fashionable interest in Christianity rapidly weakens as the young person advances in
age, a phenomenon shared by the leftists in America during the 1960s. So it might
be said that the current interest in Christianity has more to do with a fashionable
craze, a consumerist fever of the fast-food culture.
In the 21 st Century, the changes in China's social and cultural background have
become increasingly complex. There is not only the lingering and profound
influence of China's traditional culture but also the perplexities accompanying the
process of modernisation. Against this background, Christianity not only faces
issues of indigenisation and contextualisation within China's traditional culture, but
the imbalances a market economy brings to values, morality and spirituality on a
worldwide scale. This double combination of local and global creates a severe test
for Christianity in contemporary China. It also demands that Christianity must
show an even clearer commitment to dialogue. The most important subject area,
therefore, for Sino-Christian theology is to explore the possibility and pathways for
a Christianity "with Chinese characteristics". More succinctly, before there can be
an inquiry into China's Christianisation, there first has to be genuine Sinicisation of
Christianity. 8

8

In reality the relationship between Christianity and Chinese culture is developing in
both directions; but from a logicai and historical perspective, the Sinicisation of
Christianity should precede the Christianisation of Chinese culture.
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T h e Possibility of Sino-Christian Theology: from
"Cultural Christianity" to "Christian scholars".
By Sun Xiangchen
School of Philosophy, Fudan University

The term "Sino-Christian Theology" / X l p - t t ^ may refer to all Christian
theological thought expressed in the Chinese language since the Ming Dynasty. 1 But
if we consider its more circumscribed meaning, it refers to the discussion of
Christian culture and the deliberation of Christian theology which has appeared
within Chinese academia since the 1980's. The central character of this theology is
referred to as "cultural Christianity". This development was marked by Logos <&
Vneuma: Chinese journal of Theology [Chinese title, Dao Feng, M S I ] , first published in
June 1994 by Daofeng Shan. Using this starting point, the development of "SinoChristian Theology" has had 15 years of history. 2
It should be said, in the first place, that Sino-Christian theology has achieved
considerable success. There are two major contributions in the development of
Sino-Christian theology: Firstly, it has paved a broad Christian vision for the scope
of Chinese academia. Ever since the May Fourth Movement [in 1918] advocated
"science" and "democracy", these twin slogans have become filters through which
we [in China] understand the West. Anything that fits this set of principles was
accepted, and those that did not conform were mostly neglected. But civilization is
an entirety, it is very difficult to extract something singularly to learn about it.
That's why "Sino-Christian theology", although ridden with controversies, has
expanded the horizon for Chinese scholars in this area, and contributed greatly to
reflection on Chinese culture. The main expressions of this contribution have been
in translating, introducing and analyzing a large body of western theological thought
and extensive publications in Christian studies. Series of books relating to Western

1

See Li Tiangang, ed., "Sino-Christian Theology of the Ming and Qing Dynasties",
Logos&Pneuma Chinese Journal Of Theology, No.27 Autumn 2007.
2
"Sino-Christian Theology" has taken on this circumscribed meaning. The initiator's
suggestion was based on humanistic and sociological discussions, its main aim was
focussed on academic studies in China, and its contents bears no relations to pastoral
care and evangelism in churches.
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cultures and Christianity have been published, giving rise to extraordinary
achievements in the studies of Western culture, resulting in substantial and longterm influence on the Chinese understanding of the West. "Cultural Christians"
, the subjects of "Sino-Christian theology", have caused much debate.
The self-definition of these "cultural Christians" is full of misgivings, ranging from
scholars who harbour sympathy and understanding towards Christianity to scholars
who claim the Christian faith but never participate in church activities, and there are
numerous other definitions.
Undoubtedly the second contribution of the movement of "Sino-Christian
theology" is that it has gready nurtured a new generation of "Christian scholars",
who are different from "cultural Christians". "Christian scholars" work in
educational institutions and are dedicated to the Church. They work on translation,
publication, teaching and research, and at the same time they are ardent subscribers
to the Christian faith, this has formed a new generation of Christian studies in
China, and may also indicate the direction of future "Sino-Christian theology". This
has not attracted due appreciation in the past, but according to the author, this is
the future hope for "Sino-Christian theology", and may even be the defining factor
for the content of the next wave of development for "Sino-Christian theology".

The dual vision of Sino-Christianity
The term "Sino-Christian theology" was first suggested by Dr. Liu Xiaofeng
I l J ' M l (b. 1956) and Dr. He Guanghu Mífe)/' .3 Only from Dr. Liu Xiaofeng's
narrative do we perceive that "Sino-Christian theology" had a dual vision right
from the start. If we borrow Li Zehou's

phrase "national salvation and

enlightenment" to describe the historical function of the May Fourth Movement, in
the end "national salvation" overcomes and then replaces "enlightenment". In the
same way, "Sino-Christian theology" also faces the dual theme of "modernity" and
"personal faith", respectively represented by Dr. Liu Xiaofeng's Towards the Truth on
the Cross and Sino-Christian Theology and Historical Philosophy,4 On the one hand "SinoChristian theology" emphasizes individuality, encountering the "Christ Event" and
the Cross; on the other hand, "Sino-Christianity" is very much focussed on the
3

Lin Zichun
(Jason T. S. Lam), Duoyuanxing hanyu shewcue quanshi
&7Ü&Mf&Wflfci^P [A Polyphonic View on Sino-Christian Theology], Beijing:
Religious Culture Publishing House, 2008; p. 13«1.
4
Liu Xiaofeng, Zou xiang shizijia de zhenli - shensheng de xiangyu, T£I fn]
- f i S & t l f f i ü [Towards the Truth on the Cross] published by Shanghai Sanlian
Publishing House, Ltd. 1995, and Hanyu shenxueyu lishi zhexite
W^P - i - f f i 5t ÜM^
[Sino-Christian Theology and Historical Philosophy], published by Institute of SinoChristian Studies, Hong Kong, 2000.
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issue of modernity. In the midst of the dual theme of "Sino-Christian theology",
the attention on modernity often overcomes the attention paid to "personal faith".
So in the development of "Sino-Christian theology", it was not surprising that there
were studies on non-Christian topics due to the appearance of such topics as
Gnosticism, Carl Schmidt, Leo Strauss, A. Kojeve, Karl Lowith, etc. The
considération of "Sino-Christian theological thought" has since been placed in the
wider context of modernity, and further détermines that this type of Christian
studies has taken on a definite framework within the humanities and social sciences.
From the earlier paper of Dr. Liu "Sino-Christian Theology in Modem Context" 5
to his later work Sino-Christian theology and historìcalphilosophy, his attention towards
modernity has naturally steered his theological contemplation towards "historical
philosophy". In fact, Dr. Liu himself quite openly admits that "the relationship
between Sino-Christian theology and traditional Chinese culture is basically a
modem issue of historical philosophy." 6
Although this type of historical philosophy has a very distinct Christian
background, the focus is not initially placed on faith. Here lies the paradox of
"Sino-Christian theology", this inclination shows the openness of "Sino-Christian
theology" which has attracted many non-Christian scholars to participate in
Christian studies. The reason why "Sino-Christian theology" has achieved such
large-scale success and influence in the 15 years of development is closely related to
this tendency.
It is however precisely this success that makes Sino-Christian theology suspicious to
some Christians, thinking that such studies deviate from the faith. History is often
paradoxical; this kind of "theology" which is not accepted by Christians has in fact
achieved the influence which traditional theology could not. In hearing a strong
interest in modernity, "Sino-Christian theology" has delivered the message of faith,
and has become a practical approach for a new generation of scholars to draw
closer to Christianity. We can say that it has nurtured a generation of young
"Christian scholars". From this perspective, although "Sino-Christian theology"
was much reproached, in its development there was a différence between its
internai and external narratives. Its external narrative is based on the modem
context, and its internai narrative is based on personal faith. Throughout the
development of "Sino-Christian theology", this "dual" vision did not engage in
parallel courses of development; from the start it was more inclined towards a
"vision of modernity", while among the new generation of scholars, a "personal
encounter with the Christ Event" seems more attractive. In the past decade, the
modem context has leaned towards the views of historical philosophy specialists
with a Judeo-Christian background and gradually taken up an externalized narrative
5

This Paper was first presented at the Seminar on Religion and Culture held at Peking
University in 1994.
6
Liu Xiaofeng, Hanyu shenxueyu lishi zhexue, p. 63.
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format. As long as modernity is still a basic issue in "Sino-Christian theology", it
will inevitably supersede the element of "personal faith".
O n the other hand, under the influence of Dr. Liu Xiaofeng's books Salvation and
Freedom, Towards the truth on the Cross, The unhearable body and Fear and love in this
generation7, young scholars have found their way closer to Christianity. This is a very
personal confession of belief, but "cultural Christians" have always accentuated
their non-church faith. The new generation of "Christian scholars" have accepted
Christianity as a personal faith and they are différent from the "cultural Christians"
of before in that their spiritual thirst will always return them to the Church. In the
"Sino-Christian theology" movement they are placing higher importance on the
issue of faith, and are less robust in their introspection on modernity. Faith has
then started to detach itself from the "issue of modernity" and returned to itself,
with the Church acting as intercessor. So the development of this generation of
"Christian scholars" deserves particular attention. Their work will truly convey the
internai influence Christianity has on modem Chinese people. To them modernity
and faith are no longer two issues. In this situation, not only is contextualization
not a key issue, the issue of modernity will also be discarded, the issue of faith will
progress to claim key position.

The dispute on the subject of "Sino-Christian theology"
There is great paradox in this development of "Sino-Christian theology". The work
of "cultural Christians" has flaunted dissociation from dénominations and the
Church as a major premise. This is the advantage of "Sino-Christian theology", but
it has also caused considérable confusion. The advantage of this stance is that it has
attracted a large number of scholars of humanities, since the issue of modernity has
always been able to captivate their attention, and from sympathetic understanding,
they have become allies of "Sino-Christian theology". They have assisted in making
it a formidable force within academia; but it also plunges it into a difficult situation.
Theology is after ali a divine discourse written in "man's words". The confusion on
the key issue of "faith" has landed "Sino-Christian theology" in an embarrassing
situation. Even though many scholars have done a vast amount of academic work,
only believing in God can bring about the possibility of the existence of "SinoChristian theology", and that's what the disputes have been centred. Who is the
subject of "Sino-Christian theolog}'"?
Disagreement started as soon as "Sino-Christian theology" was introduced, because
its initiators had emphasized the humanity and academic characteristic of the
studies and discussions, and the focus of the work also concentrateti on academics

7

Liu Xiaofeng, Chenzhong de roushen 0lì8& ; ]|i]# [The Unbearable Body] Huaxia
Press, 1999; and Zheyi dai ren de pa he ai, ÏS ^ f t A W ÏÛ Ì P S [Fear and love in this
generation], Sanlian Press, 1996.
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and reason, not the angles of faith or doctrine. Accordingly, the "Sino-Christian
theology" movement and non-Christian studies of Christianity has overlapped to a
great extent. As mentioned before, this is one of the reasons why "Sino-Christian
theology" achieved such success in mainland China. But "Sino-Christian theology",
the name itself indicates that it should be a form of theology, a theological
movement with its own intrinsic logie and objective. In the initial stage of "SinoChristian theology", emphasis was placed on translating and introducing academic
studies on Christianity while discussions on faith itself were rare. So it was not
much of an issue if "Sino-Christian theology" were likened to academic studies on
Christianity, in that stage it was surely understandable. But if "Sino-Christian
theology" is to become a theological movement and establish its position in the
history of Christian thought, then the issue of the subject of "Sino-Christian
theology" must be resolved.
Due to the specific characteristics of the Church in China and the special
background in which Chinese scholars have been brought up, scholars who were
inclined towards Christianity seldom joined the organized Church (whether Threeself churches or house churches). This is why some people are termed "cultural
Christians" or "Apollos". Many Christian scholars in the Chinese-speaking world
were very confused about this, and in the 1990's there was a dispute which lasted
over 9 months. In fact, because of the shift of Dr. Liu Xiaofeng's stance, it was not
clear if the "Sino-Christian theology" which he advocated would become the focal
trend of theological thought. The worries of some contemporary scholars are
Coming true. If the issue of modernity is used to direct the thinking on "SinoChristian theology", it would be understandable if the same approach is followed to
detach it from Christianity. For Christian theology, this has become a notable
problem.
"Sino-Christian theology" is then left in a situation in which the subject is absent.
There are many Chinese theologians, those in the Mainland, Hong Kong, Taiwan,
and even among overseas Chinese. It is acceptable if "Sino-Christian theology" can
be loosely acknowledged as something to do with the Chinese language, but the
vast différence between life experiences of Chinese in the Mainland and elsewhere
means that the faith they profess is also greatly dissimilar, and it will be difficult to
form a common framework of theological thought and discourse for them. "SinoChristian theology", at its ineeption, was more about the theological thinking of a
group of contemporary scholars in their "Christian studies". In this context, "Sino"
("/Xin "in Chinese literally meaning "Chinese language") means more than just the
language, and it also goes beyond traditional resources and touches upon unique life
experiences. Hence, the term "Sino" cannot dissimulate the internal différences of
the various faith communities. "Sino-Christian theology" must have a clearly
detined subject.
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We can say that the subject is slowly developing. Nurtured by "cultural Christians",
educated in the 90's, a new generation of young scholars have been brought up to
be Christians, and they are picking up the work of "Christian studies". Among
these young people, new Christians have appeared who call themselves "Christian
scholars". Compared with the older generation, they are more direct, insistent and
self-aware of their own faith. They clearly understand the basic différence between
the humanistic and theological direction in Christian studies. They also understand
the fundamental antithesis between the word of philosophy and the word of
theology. They are a différent generation from the "cultural Christians", who were
their teachers. "Cultural Christians" and "Christian scholars" represent the two
generation of "Sino-Christian theology". Their common characteristic is that they
both approach theology from outside the Church and any system of theology. Both
générations approach their studies as scholars, and there is a process which
transforms external engagement to internai faith, from scholar to Christian. This
bears no resemblance to the concepts of any overseas Christian scholar. Even
though they may be quite similar to "cultural Christians", their différences are quite
obvious and carry much significance. The issue of faith which plagued the "cultural
Christians" from the start is resolved by them. Between a humanistic or theological
approach, they chose to take the theological approach (not discounting that their
studies are academic in nature). 8 They have begun to form their own theories on
faith and understanding of the Church.
O f course in view of the overall environment, space for theoretical theological
discussion in Mainland China is still limited and the narrative of "Sino-Christian
theology" is still not clearly defined. But there are many such "Christian scholars"
congregating around Logos
Pneuma: Chinese Journal of Theology and Regent Review on
Christian thought. The new generation of "Christian scholars" is worthy of note, and
they are maturing.

Highlighting the issue of the Church
The introduction of "Sino-Christian theolog}'" has shown the self-awareness of
Christian studies among Chinese intellectuals. If we grasp the meaning of Christian
theological thought, we can feel their intention to surmount the normal pattern of
approaching theolog}' from a nationalized or localized perspective. From a
theoretical point of view, this may mean taking similar directions as libération
theology, black theology or feminist theology. But
when we look at the
development of "Sino-Christian theology" in the past decade or so, due to ali kinds
of internai and external factors, the expansion of its content is apparently
inadequate, and it has too much of an inclination towards modernity, which itself
brought about the key problem for "Sino-Christian theology". There is no definite

8

Sun Yi "The humanistic approach and theological approach" in Regent Review of
Christian Thought, no. 2, 2006.
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séparation of the word of man and the word of God, no one has yet made a selfaware differentiation between the humanistic approach and theological approach.
More crucially, there has been a lack of distinct définition of pastoral theology
which is the core of theology. This is the fatai flaw in the discussion of Christianity
among the previous generation of "cultural Christians".
"Sino-Christian theology" emphasizes "individuai faith" and so appeals to a large
number of young scholars. But if "Sino-Christian theology" were hoping to develop
faith on the Mainland, then so far, as Dr. Chen Kin Pa U S I f t remarks, a type of
"Sino-Christian theology" which is compatible with the Cross has yet to be
unfolded. 9 "Sino-Christian theology" relies on the meeting of "Holy Word" and the
originai existential experience of the individuai. We know that in western
intellectual history, the idea of individuai originates within Christian thought. 10 But
in China, the maturity of Christianity may conversely rely on the development of
the self-awareness of the individuai self. The "individuai" is not a naturai concept, it
is a concept shaped by history. The formation of this "individuai" is stili in progress
on the Mainland, its spiritual development is stili awaiting full development. In view
of this, the development of "Sino-Christian theology" is not simply relying on the
development of thought, it also relies on the maturity of the environment in which
it grows. The reform and openness of China has meant that life of the Chinese has
become more individualistic, the new generation of "Christian scholars" is more
sensitive to existence, which makes it possible for them to grow in this key issue.
That is to say, these "individuals" are beginning to mature. The environment in
which they have grown up has made it possible for them to experience such an
individuai faith, and from this they can develop a more defined Christian faith.
It is the steadfastness and définition of this faith which gives them the ability to
think further on theological issues. Faith is no longer a simplistic encounter with
the Christ Event. Theology emphasizes thinking "in Christ", and this kind of
thinking leads to the question of community, which is also the issue of the Church.
11
Theologians do not express the faith of individuals, they are speakers for faith
communities, shouldering certain specific responsibilities.12 "Cultural Christians"
time and again stressed the individuai nature of faith and that they were "beyond
dénominations". "Christian scholars" respond that this is not a matter of being
"beyond dénominations", but is in fact denying the Church as an institution. When
"cultural Christians" denied the fonction of the Church, they were showing a kind
9

Editor's note: See Chin Ken Pa, 'The Paradigm Shifì: From Chinese Theology to SinoChristian Theology', in The China Study Journal, AutumnAVinter, 2007
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Daniel Shanahan: Towards a Genealogy oflndividualism, The University of
Massachusetts Press, 1992
11
Chen Yaqian: "Academia and Church: the Christian Scholars and Their Puzzlement",
Regent Review of Christian Thought, No. 2, 2006; p. 216.
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Ibid.
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of cultural pride. In Western theological traditions, theology and ministry are
interchangeable, and there are many examples of interchanging roles between
theologians and pastors. From the start "Sino-Christian theology" has had a very
strong tendency towards the academic elite, creating an estrangement with the
Christian faith embodied in resistance towards the Church. This problematic
standpoint has been resolved by the maturing faith of the "Christian scholars".
In comparison with the "cultural Christians", "Christian scholars" accept the
principle of faith in the Church on both theoretical and organizational levels. To an
academician, the sense of self-awareness in faith is not an extraordinary thing; they
are a part of the academic establishment and they are also dedicated to the Church.
This is not only a requirement of faith, it is also a requirement of theology. They
clearly define their "Christian scholar" identity in connection with the two elements
of academic establishment and Church. This is not the intangible Church in heaven,
but the actual Church on earth. "Christian scholars" openly identify with this
tangible Church, admit that they are members of the Church, and confess that they
believe that the Holy Spirit works within this Church. They insist, as Barth did, that
theology is born from the Church, there is no theology outside of the Church. 13
They also insist on establishing their theological studies on this point. This is the
key difference from "cultural Christians". "Cultural Christians" are still defending
their particularity and elite position, while "Christian scholars" already understand,
with the God who acclaims his followers as the new Israel, that this is first and
foremost a community. Individual faith highlights confessions to show that it is not
a blind faith within a community, but no sole individual can ever experience the
kind of depth and breadth of the life and world that one experiences through
community. Therefore faith must be placed in the Church.
Of course "Christian scholars" in the Church have their share of confusion. Firstly,
there is the tension between faith in the Church and an emphasis on reason from
the academic establishment. This kind of tension is a perpetual issue in Christian
theology. In church life "Christian scholars" also face whole hosts of problems,
such as the encapsulation of the Church, the conservativeness of doctrine and the
sense of guilt overpowering the sense of grace, etc. but this is another topic and we
shall not develop that here.

The Future of Christianity in Contemporary China
Christianity has been spreading in China on many levels. The author thinks that
"Christian scholars" will be an important element in the development of the
Christianity in China. The metamorphosis from "cultural Christians" to "Christian
scholars" can provide a better understanding of the future of Christianity in China.
As for Chinese culture, the mainstream values of Chinese society are expressions of
universal values. The world is the responsibility of all persons; someone once said
13

Karl Barth, Dogmatics in Outline, SCM Press, Ltd. 1949, p. 142
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that the country may decline, but we cannot allow the world to decline. But in
modern history, the world is mosdy a system of nation-states, so under external
pressure from the western world, these universal values in China shrink to a kind of
national culture or nationalism. (This has happened to the Jewish people.14) In fact,
due to the fact that Chinese tradition possesses universal characteristics, it is not by
nature a kind of nationalism, but rather seeks general principles and responsibility
for all. After the May Fourth Movement, the Chinese people thought that they had
found "the general principle for all", namely "science and democracy". The reason
why Communism has been so successful in China is because the Chinese people
really thought that they have found general principles from world history. This
concept gradually eroded in the later part of the 1980's, and a huge vacuum
appeared in the value system.
The rise of "Christian scholars" burgeoned against this backdrop. Behind the
meeting of the individual and the Cross, the general background remains the issue
of modernity. Behind individual faith, there is still a continuation of the modern
fate of the Chinese in modern time, still seeking a form of universal values under
modern conditions. Under this premise, it is not surprising that some "cultural
Christians" change their minds and head in another direction. The situation of the
new generation of "Christian scholars" is different. Although the gene is still
functioning to seek out a kind of universal value, the market economy which arose
out of the Reform and Opening policy has finally brought about an individualism
which has never been seen in Chinese history before. This is a huge challenge to
modern China, and a response is necessary through a kind of value system or faith.
In mainstream value systems, all kinds of value systems and faith systems will create
an environment of competition. Today we can see three types of value systems in
this competition: Confucianism, Christianity and Buddhism.
"Christian scholars" make their choice in Christianity with a keen sensitivity of
modern society. Christianity has been growing at a furious speed. Firsdy it suits the
Chinese people's open-mindedness towards learning from the West; secondly the
value system of Christianity is more adapted to the form of modern society,
especially the Protestant Church; thirdly Christianity has an organized institution
that is most advantageous for the promotion of faith. Of course there are
disadvantages as well. In the minds of the Chinese people, Christianity is still an
imported religion and some basic doctrines contradict Chinese traditions, for
example the concept of death. The earliest Chinese Christians, such as Xu Guangqi
(1562-1633), expressed confusion regarding the Christian doctrine after their
baptism. This problem still exists amongst the intellectuals in China.
To most people in society, Confucianism seems to enjoy more popularity, and that
is the real reason of the recent surge of enthusiasm towards the studies of Chinese
classics. The popularity of Confucianism has its own advantages: firstly Chinese
14

Ahad Ha-Am, Selected Essays of Ahad Ha-Am, ed.by Leon Simon, Atheneum, 1939.
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tradition is very deeply rooted in the Chinese people; secondly its intrinsic character
of universal care is better suited to the psyche of the Chinese. Problems also exist
here, m o d e m society is based on the individuai as a unit while Confucianism is
based on the family as a unit. In modem society, the idea of the family as a unit has
lost its social coherence, so there has been a big gap between ideals and reality.
Secondly, if an ideology does not have the support of an Organization, it can easily
dissipate. Communism's success in China is due to its combat efficiency which is
well-supported by its Organization. In traditional China, Confucianism was
protected by the systems of private schools, ancestral halls and Imperiai
Examinations, but the present enthusiasm towards Confucianism only relies on
television celebrities. Thirdly, ever since the religious Reformation and
Enlightenment, the West has settled the relationship between state and Church
while the relationship between Confucianism and the State lacks this modem
transition and it dwindled with the Chinese empire. Its fate in China is difficult to
predict.
Buddhism in China was never mainstream. After ali, it has two levels. One is its
ver)7 ingenious learning which is highly philosophized, highly elitist, and has a good
market among some intellectuals. The second level has adopted the folk religion
format, channelling many folk religious elements, and therefore becoming wellsuited to grass-root populations. Whichever level, it is not a mainstream social value
system, but has a marginai function in the society.
This is the basic choice of value systems in China nowadays. From the
metamorphosis of "cultural Christians" to "Christian scholars", we can see that
Christianity is gradually reaching deeper into contemporary Chinese value systems.
If given more relaxed cultural and spiritual space, the author believes that "SinoChristian theology" will bear real fruit on this foundation, and will not lapse into
being a kind of slogan.
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Does the Study of Religion (with a focus on
Christianity) play a special role in the 'Ideological
Crisis' of the Present Reform Era?
Monika Gänssbauer

Staffing outfrom thefindingthat there exists a spiritual crisis in present-daj China, I will then go
on to highlight significant points of reference within thefieldof academic research on Christianity in
mainland China. Mj conclusion will revert to my initial question: In what waj can academic
religious studies, with a focus on Christianity, contribute to overcoming the stated ideological crisis
of the reform era? I will also take a criticai look at the relations between Christianity and
Modernisation in the Western World, especially in Germany.

1. The diagnosis: A spiritual crisis in China
I would like to start with the consensual judgement passed by many Chinese
religious scholars on the state of the spiritual and cultural identity of Chinese
society: it seems to be in the throes of a fundamental crisis. Meanwhile this
assumption has come to be shared even by some représentatives of the Chinese
Communist Party. The philosopher He Guanghu pronounces on the period
following the Cultural Revolution: "Owing to the past long suppression by force,
the serious chaos in values, with the past disturbances and the spiritual crisis, with
the disillusion with the revolution, all the religions [in China] ... grew with a speed
which surprised the whole worid." 1 The academics Yang Huilin and Shi Xiaoli
declared in 2004 that China's strong economic development over two decades had
not been supplemented by the création of spiritual foundations for the new social
institutions. Traditional guiding idéologies had their credibility put into question. 2
Yang Huilin recognized the following problem: "China's Aying economic advances
... have ... bred the possible danger of placing the régulation of social
organizations and the balancing of spiritual beliefs completely under the dominance
The author would like to thank Theodor Ahrens and Lai Pan-chiu for their helpful
comments on an earlier draft. Many thanks also go to Klaus Schmutzler and Cynthia
Lies.
' He 2000a, p. 7.
Yang - Shi 2004.
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of ... 'market regularides' in the wake of the trend toward 'globalization'." 3 D u
Xiao'an, a religious scholar teaching at the Normal University in Xi'an sees a global
decline of cultural values. A condnuous process of modernization has mankind
encounter an unprecedented Spiritual crisis and conséquent confusion about
enduring values.4 And last, in 2004, a high-ranking officiai in the party's United
Front Department, Li Pingye, explained the huge interest in China for religious
questions by pointing to a moral breakdown of landslide proportions as well as to a
widespread loss of ideals and phenomena like corruption in present-day China. 5
Many Chinese intellectuals are concemed about being able to contribute to a
broadly-based social discourse with a view to cultural regeneration. 6 Zhang Dainian
describes the task ahead in the following words: „The 21 st Century is going to be a
Century in which China successfully builds a new culture." 7 Du Xiao'an and others
work on the premise of interculturalism. He describes an ideal state of affairs thus:
"Chinese culture is undergoing a vigorous period of renaissance. We consider both
to be important: the further development of the positive cultural traditions of the
Chinese nation and, at the same time, the integration of beneficient elements of
human civilization outside China - Christianity, for example, could enhance
Chinese culture." 8 Zhang Zhigang, professor for religious studies at Beijing
University, points out that after the Cultural Revolution China aspired to
comprehensive social and economic modernization set within the framework of
strong administrative structures. Christianity was presumed to be a signiftcant
driving force of modernization in Western countries and was as such appreciated. 9
In this context, the theologian Jürgen Moltmann commented: The triumphal march

3

Yang 2006, p. 161.
Du 2002, p. 6. Zhuo Xinping also states: "Düring the many setbacks and détours in our
historical development, great damage has been done to our spiritual culture, with the
resuit that there is now a spiritual vacuum when it comes to the pursuit of value and
truth." See Zhuo 2006, p. 255. Even Max Weber made the point that his expediently
rationalised world brings us into contact with a world without uniform knowledge which
no longer allows for a system of values. See: Séguy (1987), p. 24.
5
Li 2004, p. 4-5.
6
In 2003 the theologian Chen Xida felt able to state that in Christianity Chinese
intellectuals find value and experience a transcendental passion for life. See: Chen 2003,
?.6.

4

Cited in W u 2000, p. 13.
8

DU 2002. Zhuo Xinping criticised the cultural conservatism of some Chinese
contemporaries. Some intellectuals did not wish for discourse with any other intellectual
tendencies front the West except for Marxism. But it required openness to build up a
cultural system.
9

See Z h u o 2007, p. 157.
Z h a n g 2008.
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forward of science and technology made Christianity appear to be the religion of a
victorious God. 10

2. Christianity in China: Acceptance and Rejection
The philosopher He Guanghu belongs to a well-established but relatively small
community of Chinese academics dealing with studies in religion and Christianity.
In the year 2000 he characterized the period since 1978 thus: "Many intellectuals
were undergoing some re-orientation of values, and it was natural for some of them
to turn to the study of the religions which they supposed might have something to
meet the spiritual demand of the people." 11 He, too, sees his society severely
confused about its values f^SiJHS/ttSL. 1 2 In 2003 he claimed a certain popularity
for studies in Christianity in mainland China. 13 He saw also, however, many
intellectuals who were still unfavourably prejudiced against Christianity. This was to
be accounted for by the fact that academic research had been put to party politicai
purposes since 1949.14
Wang Xiaochao from Zhejiang University finds an in-built bias against Christianity
in Chinese academic institutions, which continues to persisi. As late as 1979 early
Christianity was in essence reduced to a "class struggle by slaves against the ruling
Roman empire", 15 and during the "campaign against spiritual pollution" in 1983
humanism was the declared public enemy. In 2005 Zhuo Xinping, head of the
Department for Studies on World Religions at the Chinese Academy for Social
Sciences in Beijing, explained the present situation in China by pointing to the coexistence of three phenomena: the pre-modern héritage, research on "modernism",
and postmodern 1 6 criticismi.17
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Moltmann 1997, p. 16.
He 2000a.
12
Cited in Zhang 2008, p. 37.
13
He 2003.
14
He 2000a, p. 6. In a text written in 1997 he spoke of the hostile attitude of some
Chinese intellectuals towards Christianity. See He 1997. The expert in religious
sociology Gao Shining also states: "In China ... there is stili a generally negative attitude
towards religion, especially towards 'foreign religions' like Christianity. There is stili a
tendency to regard it as weird and to treat it with ... suspicion." See Gao 2006, p. 322.
15
Wang 2004.
16
Eickelpasch considers ambiguity and vagueness as constitutive for the term
"postmodernism". According to him the term is used as a collective label with which to
assure each other that something is not quite right with 'modernism'. See Eickelpasch
1997, p. 11. For Zygmunt Baumann postmodernism is modernism that has accepted the
impossibility of its original project. See Baumann 1992, p. 127.
17
Zhuo 2005, p. 49-50.
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3. Matters of priority in research on Christianity
5. /. Global challenges and the response by religion
In his foreword to an anthology of essays on Buddhism, Taoism and Christianity
He Guanghu explains why he works in this field. 18 The world, he says, is
confronted with massive problems such as continuing industrialisation, global
warming and an ageing and increasing world population. A crisis of moral values
has exacerbated manifestations of violence and corruption. There is an urgent need
for answers to be given to questions of responsibility and sharing of power. It is,
according to He Guanghu, a task incumbent upon academics as well as on
politicians and religious experts to save mankind from committing suicide. 19 Ali the
problems mentioned have to be seen as deriving from complex states of the human
mind. Religions can be supportive, he concludes, in addressing global challenges
and in enabling men to work for a peaceful future. Rene Girard, an expert in
cultural studies, considers it a perilous undertaking to presume that religions can be
done away with. According to Girard the demise of religion leaves us exposed to
the unleashing of apocalyptic forces. 20
It is He Guanghu's view that Christianity can serve as a counterforce to human
hubris. It is a Christian tenet that man is God's création, not God himself. 21 In his
book "Politicai Religions" the politicai scientist Eric Voegelin makes a distinction
between secular and metaphysical religions. These two types are separated by their
respective définition of the relations between man and God and the perception of
the state of man in this world. According to Voegelin metaphysical religions like
Christianity are characterized by their acceptance of limits to human endeavour and
the unbridgeable gulf dividing man from God. It is not for man to claim likeness to
God. 2 2 G o d stands absolute vis-à-vis the world. Voegelin says that it is the landmark
of secular religions to attempt to remove transcendence. This attempi provokes
fateful results. The realm of politics re-assumes a mande of sacro-sancticity with the

18

He 2001.
The theologian Kaiser's diagnosis is: The more systematically people grasp for
everything that life can ofifer and for the resources and reserves of this world, and the
more complicated the machines and means of communication are, the greater the
possibilités of isolated or universal catastrophes. See Kaiser 2004, p. 67.
20
Girard 2008, p. 32.
2
'He Guanghu once explained: "My personal experience and that of my country tells me
that it leads to dreadful catastrophes when people in general or certain individuáis are
raised up as gods." See He 2000b, p. 40. Baumann reminds us in connection with the
"demise of all moral order", of Dostoevsky's dictum: "If there is no God, then
everything is allowed." Cited in Baumann 1992, p. 307.
22
According to Wolfgang Kubin "Modernity ... claims to be God's successor in a world
which has imperfectness at its core, yet the world is now forbidden to be imperfect.
Christ accepted the imperfectness of man but modernity cannot do since the promise of
the perfectibility of the world is its only légitimation." See Kubin 2007, pp. 1583-1584.
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state becoming the existential condition and origin of individual being.23 This is
what He Guanghu denounced so vehemendy in some of his writings about the
China of Mao Zedong and the Cultural Revolution.24
Zhuo Xinping also asserts a strong influence of religion on human societies against
the backdrop of globalisation. He considers the way we go about solving religious
conflicts to be of crucial importance to the fate of mankind. Zhuo looks upon
religion as a fundamental spiritual force which is indispensable to the sustained
development of modern societies.25 China's re-entry into the world community
provided a new opportunity for a dialogue between Christianity and Chinese
culture.26 Zhuo Xinping has meanwhile come to describe himself as an "academic
theologian" who pursues theology in the Greek sense of the word — i.e. as "talking
about God". He goes on to state that theolog)' as taught at Chinese universities is
based on the premises of religious studies, not on religious beliefs and as such
represents something completely new.27
3.2. Texts with Christian background as a source for perceptions of democracy28
Liang Gong, who is professor of Literature at the University of Henan, in an article
from 2001, deals with the topic of concepts of democracy in the Bible.29 He argues
that the Bible contains incipient democratic notions. The traditional Israelite society
embodied latent democratic ideas. The Old Testament describes the Israelites as
the subjects of their own history. Their leader Moses was very much aware of the
fact that he had to gain the support of the people. After Moses had received the
Ten Commandments by God he had the people decide democratically whether they
wanted to follow God's ordinances.
The existence of prophets in the Old Testament is regarded by Liang Gong as a
"singular cultural phenomenon". 30 They were called upon to judge on the rulers'
obeisance to God's laws. There are many instances of prophets denouncing the
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Voegelin 1993, p. 13, and Bergbauer 2000, p. 184.
He 2000b.
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Zhuo 2004.
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Zhuo 2007, p. 140.
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Zhuo 2008.
28
René Girard, by the way, also considers the "ideology of the democratic state" to be a
form of "secularised transcendence." See Antonello 2008, pp. 16-15.
29
Liang 2001.
30
The theologian Berger characterises the prophets as charismatic figures who kept the
basic convictions of the people alive, and he states: Today we hope for a wise woman or
a wise man, who has such authority among her or his own people to be able to say: You
have all taken leave of your senses! See Berger 2005, p. 91. However there were also
cult and court prophets besides the prophets who understood themselves as being an
opposite number to the king.
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misconduct of Old Testament Kings.31 According to Liang, they gave a voice to the
masses and pleaded for them. The Bible unfolds the right of people, in particular
with regard to minorities, to freedom of expression. The bias in the Old Testament
in favour of the weak and marginalized becomes enhanced in the New Testament
in Jesus. Liang insists that the message of the New Testament embodies the spirit
of democracy. This is a statement Remie Brague would probably approve of
considering his associating Chrisdanity with an inherendy contradictory
powerstructure model. Chrisdan teaching prohibits a ruler's self-perception as God
according to Brague. Christ, divested of all power, dying on the cross, is the only
King. This is why Christians only bow to the authority of their conscience. 32

3.3. What can Christianity contribute to the building of a dvil sodety?
The academics Fan Zhihui and Zhou Zhihua have been working since 2005 on the
concept of civil society and Christianity's possible contribution to its unfolding in
China. Fan Zhihui, dean of the Faculty for Philosophy at the University of
Heilongjiang, pointed out that an enlightened public discourse had meanwhile
destroyed the legitimacy of traditional Chinese politicai rule.33 According to Fan the
legitimacy of modem forms of politicai rule is closely connected to the emergence
of a western-type civil society. However, Fan goes on to say that in a country that
has been so profoundly influenced by the teachings of Confucius, Christianity is
obliged to support the building of a strong nation state rather than help to shape a
civil society. According to Fan China is in need of a unifying ideology and the
officiai Protestant Church in China accordingly takes its guidelines from the
ideological debates within the Chinese Communist Party. Fan approves of the
nationalist positions held by the established Chinese Church. 34
This viewpoint can be contrasted with the criticism the Polish philosopher
Zygmunt Bauman directs at the idea of the nation state. He says that nation states
aim for ethnie, religious and cultural sameness, continuali}' occupying themselves
31

An Ximeng also emphasises that the Bible conveys a message of the limits and
relativity of worldly power. Commitment to the poor and weak is also a biblical
tradition. See: An 2003, p. 269 and 275.
32
Brague 1996, pp. 62.63.
33
Fan 2005.
34
According to Nassehi, the goal of a national state is to create cultural loyalty, unity and
harmony through its institutional arrangement of economy, culture and politics. See
Nassehi 2001, p. 233. Zeng Chuanhui also welcomes the fact that religious circles in
China had entered into an alliance with the Chinese Commmunist Party and in so doing
strengthened the basis of power of the CCP and the legitimacy of its rule. See Zeng
2005. Unlike Zhuo Xinping, who is very criticai about this closing of ranks. In 2007 he
demanded that Chinese Christianity should return from politicai involvement to the
existence of the church. The church should be a church in character and not have such a
strong politicai emphasis. Zhuo 2007, p. 25.
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with creating a conformity of attitudes. This enforced uniformity is in essence the
ideology of nationalism in practice. 35
In contrast to Fan Zhihui, Zhou Zhihua, a researcher on religion at Fudan
University, considers it possible for Christianity to contribute to the building of a
civil society. 36 Zhou looks upon such a contribution in principle as helpful and, as
an example, mentions the field of bioethics in which Christianity might significandy
add to a meaningful moral discourse. Many Christians look upon modem man as
having assumed the rôle of a divine creator. Christianity is in a position to clearly
point out the necessary limits to such presumption. Furthermore, Christianity puts
particular emphasis on the importance of ail relevant social groups taking part in a
social discourse. A civil society cannot be decreed from above, it rather evolves
organically from the grass-roots. For it to succeed it depends on the active
participation of citizens, non-governmental organizations and last but not least,
religious communities.
Another academic to give thought to the development of a civil society in China
was Xu Zhiwei from the Academy for Social Sciences in Beijing. 37 He takes as his
starting point current newspaper reports. Among the issues are, for example,
corrupt doctors demanding extra fees for surgeries from new patients or a reckless
Chinese mine owner who was so little concerned about the safety in his mines that
an explosion resulted in more than a 100 casualties. Xu notes that China has caught
up with the economie development of Western countries, but, in contrast, owes the
shaping of its culture and society not to Christianity. Xu wonders whether China
will be able to establish moral and légal structures matching up to the repercussions
of an unequal distribution of power in post-modem societies, taking recourse only
to its own religious, cultural and moral resources. 38 Zhuo Xinping sees Xu
belonging to a group of intellectuals who feel responsible for the welfare of their
own culture impelling them also to look for possibly helpful cultural strands outside
their own society.39

3.4. Christian universalism
An Ximeng, Professor for the Philosophy of Religions at the Normal University of
Shaanxi, regards the Christian tenet as of particular importance that man is
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conceived as a citizen of the world. 40 He sees universalism in stark contrast to
cultural dogmatism. The international movement towards the creation of civil
societies intends to dismantle conservative and self-centred notions of nationhood.
The Christian God is creator of the universe and father to all human beings - not a
local or regional deity. Christians are inimical to the idea of aliens, of somebody not
belonging ^ A (wairen).41 Christianity cannot be in the possession of a nation, a
state or a party, it belongs to all of mankind. In the face of God every man is
endowed with unalienable dignity. The ancient Roman Empire, An Ximeng says,
saw itself much in the same way as the hub of the world as the China of the
Cultural Revolution did.42 Christianity, however, reinforces a comprehensive view
of the world, transcending the boundaries of nations and cultures. His generation
had still been taught to adopt class positions which clearly distinguish between
hatred and love, while Christianity preaches love to those who hate you.
Christianity has also effected the stripping of the aura of sacredness from politics
and nation. 43 In the final resort, he claims, Christianity is in a position to
compensate for weaknesses in Chinese culture and to bring it into tune with the
global cultural mainstream. Elsewhere An comments on the first encounters of
Christianity and Chinese culture in the past. 44 Within this historical context he
deplores the fact that the parochial culture of feudalism was not prepared to
welcome the missionaries with open arms. Chinese culture is one of the oldest
cultures and something to be proud of. But, An Ximeng says, an ancient culture can
also be a burden and it would have proved beneficial if Christianity had been able
then to chase out for good 'the vapour of stagnation'. 45

3.5. Christianity and the Modern Age — are they connected?
40

An 2003. Voegelin also establishes that while in the Greek understanding a person is
described as an inhabitant of a community or town (polis), in Christianity he or she is
considered an inhabitant of the earth. See Bergbauer 2000, p. 170.
41
Max Weber pointed out that Jesus' commandment to love everyone as our neighbour,
has led to a "universalistic" trait of Christianity. See Ladrière 1987, p. 44.
42
In contrast, Brague claimed for the Europe formed by Christianity: No culture has ever
understood itself less as the 'Middle Kingdom' than the European, no culture ... has
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greater expectations. Brague 1996, p. 59.
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The Chinese Government also fears that such developments could be realised with
China's increasing globalisation. Wang Meixiu explains it in this way: Some people are
afraid that globalisation could also lead to damage for the leadership of the Party and the
traditional culture. For this reason they remain watchful and critical towards the political
and cultural implications of globalisation. See Wang 2003, p. 80. Wang also complains
that the Protestant Church in China has so far hardly discussed the subject of
globalisation at all.
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Bao Limin, professor of Philosophy in Zhejiang, stated in the year 2006: "Faith in
an ultimate value is the important resource of inner freedom and is the foundation
of Chinese modernization." 46 According to Bao the association of value resource
with politicai power has prohibited the Chinese tradition from developing
constitutional democracy. You Xilin from the Normal University of Shaanxi
pursues a similar line of argument. Christianity sharply criticizes a secular society
that excludes upright members of the community. 47 You says: Christianity shows
the intrinsic force of its moral values, which challenge the abuses of modernization.
You Xilin, much like Eric Voegelin, accepts that there are positive as well as
negative aspects to the modem âge.48 You argues that the Chinese code of ethics is
in crisis and he attempts to define possible resources for a new code of ethics, some
of which he seems to find in Christianity. 49 The Christian faith incorporâtes the idea
of abstract and universal equality. This very feature, says You, constitutes the main
pro-active resource for a modem social system.50

4. (Non-) concluding remarks
According to He Guanghu: "the results of religious studies have had and will have
remarkable influence upon society." 51 He sees his contention borne out by the fact
that: "Many books have been printed several times and still have good prospects
for reprints." 52 His colleague You Xilin sees research on Christianity as contributing
to the process of enlightenment in China. 53 Bao Limin is convinced that students of
Christianity have introduced resources of Christian values to the increasingly
pluralistic public discourse. But he also sees a variety of "cultural booms" in China:
"Other value resources, such as Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism, are also
surfacing." 54
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4.1. Looking critically atforms of interdependence between Christianity, developments in the West
and the modem âge
It is true to say that Western anthropologists and philosophers like Rene Girard and
Gianni Vattimo are convinced that the advent of democracy and civil and human
rights was facilitated by the existence of Christian culture and that Christianity
unfolded its emancipatory potential within Western civilizations resulting in the
conception of the idea of political freedom. 55
After highlighting the positive momentum generated by Christianity which Chinese
researchers in religious studies hope can be harnessed for the process of
modernisation in their country, it yet seems imperative to touch on a critical
évaluation of the relations between Christianity, modernisation and developments
in the West, especially in Germany. 56 Jurgen
Moltmann states: "The
industrialisation of the modem world went hand in hand with the destruction of
our natural environment. Progrès s has always been achieved to the detriment of
other nations, of nature and future générations." 57 The political scientist Eric
Voegelin has drawn attention to the flipside of modernisation in Germany. 5 8 In his
view Hitler's ideology of national socialism aimed primarily at nothing less than the
redemption of man and society. In the twelve years of the Third Reich Voegelin
detects a comprehensive loss of that kind of rationality which acknowledges that
there is an insuperable barrier to another reality.59 The evil face of the modem âge
becomes apparent in the genocidal acts of the twentieth century.
Ricardo Bavaj, in a study from 2003, deals with the interdependence of national
socialism and modernism. 60 This ideology, he says, has driven the belief in the
malleability of the m o d e m world to its extreme. Enzo Traverso sees in national
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socialism a "product of modernism and occidental civilisation"61 and Detlev
Peukert characterizes national socialism as "one of the pathological manifestations
of the modem age."62 Recendy authors such as Daniel Goldhagen have also
pointed to the disgraceful role played by parts of the church in the years of NS-rule
and to its deep-seated anti-Semitism.63
Zhuo Xinping is, to my knowledge, the only Chinese academic doing research on
Christianity who critically observed that the two World Wars of the twentieth
Century also signalled a pronounced crisis of the "Christian West". The World
Wars, he said in 2005, have severely damaged the fabric of the religio-cultural
structure of the western world. 64
And yet: while theologians like Otto Kaiser come to the conclusion that
Christianity has since Nietzsche been inexorably losing ground in Europe and that
in Germany the established religions have irretrievably lost their status as role
models and moral agencies,65 it is true to say that Chinese researchers in religious
studies increasingly turn to Christianity, even if they have an idealised picture of it.66
While the theologian Paul Tillich derives from man's relation to God, against the
backdrop of postmodernism, merely the courage to live a contingent existence,67
Christianity is attributed by his colleague Zhuo Xinping a spiritual strength which
may help to develop a modem society.

4.2. A brief criticai assessment of research on Christianity in China
It seems still too early to finally judge on the role of studies in Christianity in the
present ideological crisis in Chinese society. Research on Christianity in China has
no long history and many of its proponents have not yet really started on a
61
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thoroughgoing analysis of Christianity. They often used to work in other academic
fields, such as literature or aesthetics, and the results of their scientific studies do
not always reveal which authors and writings were part of their academic scope.
The appraisal of Christianity, its negative effects and contradictions will possibly
change when a new generation of Chinese academics have grown up, who have
been able to make personal experiences and research in a western context and who
perhaps do not expect so much from the influence of Christianity on Chinese
society as the older generation of religious academics does.
And tinally, an increased interest in Christianity is often met with criticism in
academic Chinese circles. T o give an example, in 2006 ten young Chinese
researchers, all of them post-graduates from différent universities and research
institutions published an internet déclaration. 68 In it they criticised certain sections
of a social elite who attempi self-aggrandizement by means of the foreign "Jesusreligion", adducing China's spiritual crisis, its loss of values and the breakdown of a
public moral code. Dissociating themselves from this development they call upon
their compatriots to recreate a truly Chinese society and spirituality.69 Indigenous
religions, such as Buddhism and Daoism, are to be encouraged. But it is also
important, they say, to completely reinstate the religious and social functions of
Confucianism and press ahead with its reestablishment.
It remains uncertain which part Christianity will be able to play in the inner-Chinese
discourse on modernisation in the face of an evident ideological crisis.
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Senior Chinese
management

leader

stresses

importance

of religious

affairs

BEIJING, Jan. 12 (Xinhua) — Chinese Vice Premier Hui Liangyu on Tuesday
stressed the importance of religious affairs management, saying that correct
understanding and proper handling of religious affairs was important to China's
social harmony and stability.
Hui asked relevant departments to strengthen management of religious affairs by
law and improve their ability to apply legal means to resolve key and difficult
religious problems.
The Party's policies on religious affairs had been proven to be in complete
compliance with China's real situation and must be unswervingly adhered to, Hui
said at the 2010 national meeting on work related to religion.
Jia Qinglin, chairman of the National Committee of the Chinese People's Politicai
Consultative Conference, said in his written instructions to the meeting that
departments of united front work and religious affairs should earnestly study and
implement the CPC's policies on religion.
(Xinhua, 2010-01-12)

Beijing religion officiai impressed by relief work
TAIPEI, Taiwan — Ye Xiaowen, China's chief of the Bureau of State
Administration for Religious Affairs, said he was impressed with the gung-ho relief
work done by religious organizations in Taiwan in the wake of Typhoon Morakot.
"I was greatly impressed," Ye said, "by the excellent job done by ail religious
organizations to help the people afflicted by the floods and landslides triggered by
the typhoon."
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He also lauded the good work done by the government as well as the opposition
Démocratie Progressive Party to help the victims of Taiwan's worst flood disaster
in hi s tory.
Buddhist, Taoist and Christian organizations ali joined hands in the relief of the
suffering people, Ye pointed out. "I was truly moved," he reiterated.
The Chinese officiai arrived in Taipei on Friday. He wound up his three-day visit
yesterday.
O n his arrivai, Ye criticized the opposition Démocratie Progressive Party for
inviting the Dalai Lama to say Buddhist masses for those killed in the floods and
mudslides.
Police helped Ye and his délégation avert an encounter with protesting Falungong
activists on departure from Taoyuan International Airport in the afternoon.
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Catholic Documentation
Bishop John Tong Hon: A review of the life of the Church in China in
2009
In a meeting with AsiaNews and some Catholics media, Mgr. John Tong, bishop of
Hong Kong took stock of the situation of the Church in China in 2009.
He
highlighted as a "good thing" the postponement of the National Assembly of
Catholic Représentatives, decided by Beijing last November. "The assembly will
likely elect officiais to the Chinese Catholic Patriotic Association and the so-called
bishops conference in mainland. Their structures are not compatible with Catholic
doctrine as stated in the 2007 papal letter for China Catholics."
On the compendium approved by Pope Benedict XVI released in May 2009 to help
mainland Catholics understand and interpret the main points of his 2007 letter, the
71 year-old prelate said, "It has offered some guidance to the mainland Catholics to
have a deeper understanding of the document, and he has received positive
responses though not many", but he added "It's a long term work to implement the
papal letter".
Another point highlighted by bishop is the Year for Priests, which he said, "has
raised awareness among clergy in mainland China over the need of faith formation
and priestly vocations as shown in their activities and prayers to St. Vianney". [...]
"In fact, religious formation is related to the second part of the 2007 papal letter,"
he noted.
After studying the situation of formation for priests and nuns in China, Mgr. Tong
hopes that the Chinese would be aware of criteria requirements of seminaries
outside China and strengthen their seminary formation. In addition, priests and
nuns who wish to study abroad - the Philippines, Italy, Germany, the United States
or elsewhere - should acquire the language [of the country of destination] and meet
academic requirements of such schools.
In November 2009, Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone, Vatican Secretary of State, issued a
letter to ali priests in China, calling for communion and priestly vocations. Bishop
Tong thinks the document is positive for priest formation work in mainland China.
In this regard, he points out that some Church formators are preparing material
[for formation] for the religious, based on the papal exhortation on Consecrated
Life.
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Mainland seminaries in 2009 and recent years have encountered low numbers of
enrolled. "It's worrying. Mainland seminar}' formators are aware of the problem of
low vocations too, especially under the one-child policy and influence of
materialism". "Local Churches on the mainland need to promote vocations among
Catholic families, and priests who pursue further studies could study spirituality and
vocation formation training to improve the formation needs". [...]
Following the priorities laid down by the Diocesan Synod (1999-2001) the diocese
will launch a Year of the Laity in January 2011 after the Year for Priesdy Vocations
ends at the end of 2010.
(AsiaNews, 5 January, 2010)

China Bridge: Observations on China from the Holy Spirit Study
Centre
Ten years ago, the world waited in fascination for the last three digits of the
calendar to reset from 999 to 000. The Y2K fear did not matérialisé; the world's
computers did not crash on 1 January 2000. Small groups of Christians who
expected Jesus to return on that special day were disappointed. [...]
Even with a new pope in the Vatican and new leaders in Beijing, the decade saw no
major changes in religion in China. Likewise, the news regarding the Church in
China in 2009 was mixed.
Fewer bishops in China
Nine bishops went to their heavenly reward after long lives of service and sacrifice:
Joseph Xu Andrew Tsien Chih-Ch'un, emeritus of Hualien, Taiwan, on February
17 at age 93; Damasus Zhang Hanmin, of Jilin, on July 19 at age 92; Domingos
Lam Ka-Tseung, bishop emeritus of Macau, on July 27 at age 81; Bartholomew Yu
Chengti , unoffìcial, Hanzhong, Shaanxi, on September 14 at age 80; Nicholas Shi
Jingxian recognised by the Chinese authorities and the Holy See, of Shangqiu,
Henan, on September 14 at age 88; James Lin Xili, unoffìcial, Wenzhou, Zhejiang,
on October 4 at age 90; Peter Chen Bolu, retired unoffìcial, of Handan, on
November 5 at age 97; Matthew Luo Duxi, recognised by the Chinese authorities
and the Holy See, of Leshan (Kiating), Sichuan, on December 4 at age 90, and Leo
Yao unoffìcial, of Xiwanzi, Hebei, on December 30 at age 86. The average age of
these bishops was 89.
China is running out of bishops over the age of 80. Younger bishops are almost ali
under 50-years-old. Starting in mid-decade, we might see a few years when no
bishop passes away, except in an automobile crash.
N o bishops were ordained in either 2008 or 2009. More dioceses are in the hands
of a priest or an administrator, but at least there has been no new friction over the
selection of bishops.
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On November 26, it was decided to postpone the Eighth National Congress of
Catholic Représentatives until some unspecified date in 2010. The government
expects ali the bishops it recognises to come, while the Vatican strongly discourages
their attendance—another sensitive issue for this year.

Letters and commentaries
The officiai Vatican website, www.vatican.va. added a Chinese section in March.
Due to the limited number of translators,there is no way to upload ali the older
documents in Chinese. Yet new items will be translated into Chinese almost as fast
as into French or English. People inside China continue to have difficulties
accessing overseas websites.
On May 24, the Holy See issued a Compendium of the Letter to Chinese Catholics,
in a question and answer format. This is an aid to those reading the letter of the
Holy Father of June 2007. It rearranges the contents of the papal letter by topic,
rather than making éditorial comments.
Tarcisio Cardinal Bertone, the Vatican secretary of state, wrote an encouraging
letter to all priests in China during the Year of the Priest, which was published on
November 10. He held up the model of St. John Vianney, urged greater dévotion
to the Eucharist, attention to on-going formation and witnessing to the faith by
love and charitable works.
A number of clergy in China were able to read the letter, and they conveyed their
positive reactions to the international Church. Two years after the papal letter,
some tensions between officiai and unofficial communities in différent dioceses
have eased, and reconciliation has replaced confrontation here and there. The
coming decade or two may not be long enough to complete the procès s.
Women religions
One source lists 5,451 sisters in vows in 106 congrégations, not counting those in
the unofficial Church. Most congrégations are diocesan. While more sisters have
been able to travel abroad briefly and even study for a year or more, it is still
difficult to maintain ties to international congrégations.
Sisters represent the Church in clinics, hospitals, homes for the elderly,
kindergartens, orphanages and social service centres. About 80 of them work in 20
government facilities for those with Hansen's disease (leprosy).
The Union of Superior Generals of Female Congrégations of Hebei held their Fifth
Plenary Meeting in December and 12 superiors prioritised formation,
evangelisation, giving testimony, spirituality and service. There is an urgent need for
lectures on theology and vocational training. Since the union was founded in 1999,
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the quantity of information available to people has multiplied, so what was an
adequate base of knowledge then is no longer enough.
60th anniversaiy
October 1 was the 60th anniversary of the People's Republic of China. Bishop John
Tong of Hong Kong and Bishop José Lai of Macau were among the guests invited
to Beijing. Some Catholic communities celebrated with songs and fireworks, while ,
others were low-key, with just a Mass or some special prayers.
Mission Sunday also falls in October and several churches combined National Day
with speeches and banners to encourage the faithful to spread the gospel.
In the tight security before National Day, Internet surveillance was increased, a
number of underground priests were questioned, and their congrégations
videotaped. Protestant house churches are also familiar with such concern from
Public Security, but they keep meeting.
Catholic laity
At the end of 2009, statistics from officiai church sources give a figure of almost six
million Catholics, twice the number in 1949. Yet there are now fìve people in the
mainland for every two then (1.345 billion vs. 542 million), so the marker share of
Catholics has shrunk slightly. However, the number rises to 13 million, or one per
cent of the population, by counting the Catholics from the unoffìcial community
also.
Catholic numbers have reached a plateau. As young adults move to the cities, they
face new options and temptations, and many drift away from the Church for at
least a few years. Ministry to rural migrants présents a huge challenge to the
Church, just as reforming the residency system to provide them with better
educational and health services now taxes city governments. The widening
urban/rural, rich/poor gap is bad for society and for the Church, and there is no
short-term solution.
Quality also matters. The Beijing diocese held its first training course for 120 lay
catechists in July. Catholic websites provide information to the growing number of
Internet users and newly built pastoral centres such as the one in Tianjin will offer
short courses for the laity as well as for priests and reügious sisters. Printed matter
and audio-visual resources are still limited, especially in the countryside.
Yrìction tvith the authorities
Many Protestant congrégations meet in small groups of only 20 to 25 believers.
Large groups attract attention and renting a venue big enough for 500 people is
difficult.
In one large city, when foreigners gather for worship, the police want someone to
check passports at the entrance and to limit the group to 99.
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It is difficult to obtain a building permit and construction funds for a new church.
A long bus trip across a metropolis discourages many believers from regulär Sundav
Mass. Roads are more congested then ever with automobiles—one mixed blessing
of increasing prosperity.
Unregistered clergy continue to risk questioning, fines, short-term house arrest, or
longer confinement to their home village.
Step bj step, with limited vision
At the end of the 1970s, China began economic reform and opening to the outside
world. N o one had a detailed road map for this. Deng Xiaoping compared the
process to crossing a stream by feeling for stones. Left unsaid was how one misstep
could twist an ankle or break a kneecap.
This new decade begins with economic uncertainty, plus lack of consensus on
energy security and global warming. Nations will exchange harsh words and
protective tariffs, but a major war is almost inconceivable.
It is safe to predict that China and the Vatican will trade comments of frustration
and disappointment, especially when the rime finally cornes to select and ordain a
dozen new bishops, yet neither side will slam the door shut on the other.
On a cloudy night in 1833, John Henry Newman was on a ship. He saw a
lighthouse, felt reassured, and composed a prayer: "Lead, kindly Light... The night
is dark, and I am far from home... I do not ask to see the distant scene, one step
enough for me." [...]
(Hong Kong Sunday Examiner; Sunday 17 January 2010)

China-Holy See relations expected to develop slowly in 2010
January 8, 2010
BEIJING (UCAN) — China Church observers in and outside the mainland expect
the country's dialogue with the Holy See to continue to develop slowly, in
pragmatic ways, during 2010.
Ren Yanli, former research director on the Catholic Church for the Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences in Beijing, says China is keen to keep a line of
communication open with the Vatican but would not rush to establish officiai ties.
"Compared with the Tibet or Xinjiang separatisi movements, the Catholic Church
causes less trouble, so the Chinese government has no urgency in establishing
diplomatie relations," observed Ren.
The Vatican sent délégations to China at Beijing's invitation in December 2008, and
February and June 2009, he revealed.
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"We can deduce those closed-door talks did not yield any positive outcome," the
retired researcher told UCA News.
As an indicator he cited the "strong-tone" of the compendium the Vatican
published last July to clarify points in the Pope's historié 2007 letter to Chinese
Catholics.
An appendix in the compendium allows mainland bishops or diocesan
administrators, especially those in the underground community, to ask the Vatican
for special faculties "whenever particular situations so require," a practice the
originai letter had revoked.
Nonetheless, Ren said China has adopted a more flexible approach in the past three
years toward the ordination of bishops, turning a blind eye when candidates apply
privately for a papal mandate and not pushing illicit ordinations. He admitted the
matter remains delicate.
Church law gives the Pope supreme authority in appointing bishops, something
Chinese authorities have refused to accept.
"China and the Vatican must negotiate with each other" on the choice of bishop
candidates to avoid the tension that arose in 2006, when the mainland Church
ordained three bishops without papal mandates, Ren said.
Kwun Ping-hung, a Hong Kong-based China Church observer, says China-Holy
See relations progressed in 2009. He applauded the fact that the two sides avoided
disputes over the authority to appoint bishops.
Beijing and the Vatican seemed to have similar choices on bishop candidates in
recent years, Kwun added. But he said it would be premature to conclude the two
sides had reached consensus on the issue, which he believes will be a focus of
China-Holy See dialogue in the coming year.
Given the Church's hierarchy and the situation in China, the Vatican has little room
to maneuver, he said.
Kwun sees it as signifìcant that an unnamed "authoritative person" in Beijing
signaled last May in "Wen Wei Po," a pro-Beijing newspaper in Hong Kong, that
Beijing might propose an updated définition the Vatican could accept for an
"independent, autonomous and self-managed" Church in China.
"This showed clearly the possibility of China making more compromises," Kwun
said.
Ren suggested the statement in the paper implied Chinese authorities may have
already setded privately on a new définition of "independence."
He said speeches of top government officiais and the teaching materials for politicai
studies in major seminaries over the past couple of years tended to support this
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view. They indicate the independence principle no longer applies to the religious
aspect of Church life, but only in a political sense, he explained.
It is now a decade since Cardinal Angelo Sodano, then the Vatican secretary of
state, signaled a willingness to establish diplomatic ties, saying the Holy See was
ready to move its diplomatic mission from Taipei to Beijing overnight.

Survey shows Church lagging behind population growth
December 23, 2009
SHIJIAZHUANG, China (UCAN) - The largest survey ever conducted of the
Catholic Church in mainland China has indicated that the Catholic population has
not kept pace with overall population growth.
The results of the study, conducted by the Faith Institute for Cultural Studies
(FICS), a Church-run organization based in Shijiazhuang, Hebei province, were
published on Dec. 18. According to the survey, there are now about 5.71 million
Catholics in mainland China, served by 3,397 bishops, priests and deacons.
A total of 3,268 priests are serving in more than 100 dioceses.
The statistics do not distinguish between the government-approved and
"underground" Church communities. The report states that figures for the latter
may not be entirely accurate due to the difficulties involved in getting information.
The FICS spent three months gathering information through emails, phone calls,
faxes and personal interviews.
The report says there are now 628 seminarians studying in 10 major seminaries plus
another 630 in 30 minor seminaries. There are a total of 5,451 nuns from 106
congregations, and only 350 Religious men.
A Church observer, using the pen name "Dade," says the survey shows how small
the number of Catholics still is compared to China's 1.3 billion population. He says
the Church needs to evangelize more for its overall development.
Dade, whose views were posted on the website of Hebei Faith Press, noted that
there were more than 3 million Catholics out of a 500-milhon-strong population in
1949, when the Communists took power.
Over a span of 60 years, the number of Catholics has not even doubled, he said.
Dade added that Church communities had not made evangelization a priority over
the decades, but had instead engaged in disputes, thus missing opportunities for
growth.
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The FICS survey also lists more than 400 Church-run organizations, including
schools, research institutes, publishing houses, medicai facilities and homes for the
aged and orphans.
However, stadstics compiled by Hong Kong diocese's Holy Spirit Study Centre
(HSSC) in 2008 show a marked différence from FICS' figures. HSSC puts the
number of mainland Catholics at about 12 million last year, more than double the
figure given by FICS.
Anthony Lam Sui-ki, HSSC's senior researcher, said his institute began collecting
data from mainland dioceses in 1988, and there has always been a marked
différence between its figures and the mainland Church's officiai figures.
Lam says that according to HSSC's research, there are 80 Vatican-approved
bishops, with about half of them not recognized by the Chinese government. There
are fewer than 10 bishops in the government-approved Church community who do
not have a papal mandate, he added.

Union of Superior Generals of Female Congrégations of H e Bei
highlights commitment to formation, evangelization, testimony,
spirituality, and service
Shi Jia Zhuang (Agenzia Fides) — Formation, evangelization, witness, spirituality,
and service will be the key commitments of the next three years for the Union of
Superiors General of Female Congrégations in He Bei. This was the décision made
by the new directors of the Union, elected in recent days in Shi Jia Zhuang, during
the Fifth Plenary Meeting of the Union, which was attended by 12 Superior
Generals of religious congrégations of the Province of He Bei, which is the
stronghold of the Catholic community on mainland China and also the région most
organized in terms of facilities. O n the same occasion, there was also a three-day
training course for major superiors.
According to reports received by Fides, the gathering, which took place in an
atmosphère of prayer and communion, stressed the importance and urgency of
vocational training. In addition, the Superior Generala are working hard to organize
a sériés of lectures on theology for the religious. According to the new President of
the Union "this is our strongest desire, but we are aware of the difficulties ahead.
But we put ourselves completely in the hands of the Lord, we have full confidence
in our Lord. He listens to our prayers and gives us the strength to carry on the
coopération among our sisters, with the Bishops, with priests and laity, with the
Diocese, in addition to our social and apostolic commitments and our testimony."
The outgoing President retraced the journey of the Union's 10 years in existence,
confirming the successes thanks "to the service, testimony, and formation,
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according to the charism of the action of the Holy Spirit, always present among
us."
The Union of Superiors General of Female Congrégations of Hei Bei was founded
Aprii 20, 1999 in Shi Jia Zhuang, the provincial capital of Hei Bei, inspired by what
is stated in the Code of Canon Law: "Major superiors can be associated usefully in
conférences or councils so that by common efforts they work to achieve more fully
the purpose of the individuai institutes, always without prejudice to their autonomy,
character, and proper spirit, or to transact common affairs, or to establish
appropriate coordination and coopération with the conférences of bishops and also
with individuai bishops." (708). (NZ) (Agenzia Fides 14/12/2009)

From Tarcisio Card. Bertone
To ali the Priests of the Catholic Church in the People's Republic of
China
N. 6190/09/RS

From the Vatican, 10 November 2009

Dear Brothers in the Priesthood,
The Year of the Priesthood, a gift of the Holy Father Pope Benedict XVI, which
we are celebrating on the occasion of the 150th anniversary of the "Dies Natalis" of
John Mary Vianney, prompts me to address you, the priests of the Church in China,
in a particular way.

1.
An invitation to hope. In the Letter that the Holy Father addressed to the
Bishops, Priests, Consecrated Persons and Lay Faithful in the People's Republic of
China on 27 May 2007, a number of guidelines are indicated for the future journey
of the Church. Among those I wish to emphasise reconciliation within the Catholic
community and a respectful and constructive dialogue with the Civil Authorities,
without renouncing the principles of the Catholic faith. In this regard, despite the
persisting difficulties, the information that has come from différent parts of China
points also to signs of hope.
To face the present ecclesial and socio-political situation in which you are living,
and to make progress on the path of reconciliation and dialogue, it is urgent for
each of you to draw light and strength from the sources of priestly spirituality,
which are the love of God and the unconditional following of Christ.
At a distance of only two years since the publication of the Papal Letter, it does not
seem that the time has come to make definitive évaluations. Using the words of the
great missionary of China, Father Matteo Ricci, I believe we can say that it is stili
more a time of sowing than of reaping.
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Perhaps some of you were surprised by the Letter of the Pope to the Church
in China. I assure you that the Holy See is aware of the complex and difficult
situation in which you find yourselves. When he opened the Year of the Priesthood
the Holy Father invited all the priests of the world to "welcome the new springtime
which the Spirit is now bringing about in the Church". This is true also for you: the
new challenges, which the Chinese people must face at the beginning of the Third
Millennium, ask of you to open yourselves with confidence to the future and to
continue trying to live the Christian faith integrally.

2.
Proclaiming Christ. Dear Brother Priests, you are pastors of the People of
God in a geographica!!}' and demographically vast country. As the litde flock in the
midst of a great multitude of persons, you live side by side with the followers of
other religions and with persons who are indifferent or indeed hostile towards God
and towards religion.
D o not think that you are alone in having to face such a problem. In fact, you
share the same situation of many of your brothers in other parts of the world, who
"even amid difficulties and incompréhension, remain faithful to their vocation as
"friends of Christ", whom he has called by name, chosen and sent" (Letter for the
Proclamation of the Year of the Priesthood). The observation of Pope Benedict
XVI also holds for you: "There are also, sad to say, situations which can never be
sufficiendy deplored where the Church herself suffers as a conséquence of infidelity
on the part of some of her ministers. Then it is the world which finds grounds for
scandai and rejection. What is most helpful to the Church in such cases is not only
a frank and complete acknowledgment of the weaknesses of her ministers, but also
a joyful and renewed realization of the greatness of God's gift, embodied in the
splendid example of generous pastors, religious afire with love for God and for
soûls, and insightful, patient spiritual guides" (Letter for the Proclamation of the
Year of the Priesthood). And for you in China "How can I fail to recali, in this
regard, as an encouragement for ali, the shining examples of Bishops and priests
who, in the difficult years of the recent past, have testified to an unfailing love for
the Church, even by the gift of their own lives for her and for Christ?" (Letter to
the Church in China, n. 13).
Often, when we look at the world around us, we are dismayed. How many people
there are to feed! Where can we find the bread for ail this people? How can I, with
ail my limitations, help Jesus in his mission? Once again the Holy Father, in
commenting on the text of the Gospel of John (6: 1 — 1 5 ) reminds us of the
response of the Lord: "By taking in his 'holy and venerable' hands the litde that
they are, priests, we priests, become instruments of salvation for many, for
everyone!" (Angelus, 26 July 2009). There are various practical ways in which you
can make your valuable contribution: for example, by visiting Catholic and nonCatholic families frequently, as well as villages, showing your concern for people's
needs; by increasing efforts to prepare and train good catechists; by fostering
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greater use of charitable services directed especially to children and to sick and old
people, in order to show the Church's unselfish charity; by organising special
gatherings where Catholics could invite their non-Catholic relatives and friends in
order to become better acquainted with the Catholic Church and Christian faith; by
distributing Catholic literature to non-Catholics.

3.
The priestly virtues. In the school of Saint John Mary Vianney we must learn
to identify ourselves with the ministry we have received. In Christ, this
identification was total: "In Jesus, person and mission tend to coincide: all Christ's
saving activity was, and is, an expression of his 'filial consciousness' which from all
eternity stands before the Father in an attitude of loving submission to his will"
(Letter for the Proclamation of the Year of the Priesthood). It is from the
identification with his own ministry that all the virtues necessary for every priest
originate.
The saintly Curé of Ars knew how to dialogue with everyone, because he was a
man of prayer: the art of dialogue, at whatever level, is learned in the dialogue with
God, in continual and sincere prayer. He lived poverty with extreme rigour, because
he held that everything he received was for his church, his poor, his most
disadvantaged families. Also he saw his chastity as required of a priest for his
ministry: it was the chastity appropriate for one who habitually had to touch the
Eucharist. We also know how tormented he was from the thought of his own
inadequacy for the parochial ministry and by the desire to escape: only obedience
and the passion for souls succeeded in convincing him to remain at his post. The
golden rule for an obedient life seemed to him to be this: "Do only what can be
offered to the good Lord".

4.
The Eucharist. In this Year of the Priesthood, I wish to remind you of the
source where you can find the strength to be faithful to your important mission.
And I wish to do so with the words of Pope Benedict XVI: in the Church "every
great reform has in some way been linked to the rediscovery of belief in the Lord's
eucharistic presence among his people" (Letter to the Church in China, n. 5, note
20).

The celebration of the Paschal Mystery reveals the agape, that is, the love of God,
that love that defeats evil and, therefore, changes evil to good, hatred to love.
Through the sharing in the Body and Blood of Christ in the Eucharist - the Holy
Father has reminded us - that divine energy "comes to us corporally to continue
his working in us and through us" (Encyclical Letter Deus Caritas Est, n. 14).
United to Christ in the Eucharist, we become agents of the true transformation of
hearts (cf. Deus Caritas Est, nn. 13-14). As the saintly Curé of Ars said: "all the
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good works together are not equal to the Sacrifice of the Mass, because they are the
works of men, while the Holy Mass is the work of God.
The Eucharist, sacrament of communion, source and summit of ecclesial life and
evangelisation, is at the centre of your journey of reconciliation. The Eucharist,
even if celebrated in a particular community, is never the célébration of that
community alone. A truly Eucharistie community cannot retreat into itself, as
though it were self-sufficient, but it must stay in communion with every other
catholic community. In fact, every célébration of the Eucharist présupposés the
union not only with the local Bishop but also with the Pope, the order of Bishops,
all the clergy and the entire People of God.
Saint Paul, writing to the Christians of Corinth, showed how their divisions, which
were made manifest in the Eucharistie assemblies, were in contrast with what they
were celebrating, the Supper of the Lord. Consequendy, the Aposde invited the m
to reflect on the true reality of the Eucharist, in order to bring them back to the
spirit of fraternal communion (cf. 1 Cor 11:17-34).
Pope John Paul II reminded us that the Eucharist creates communion and teaches
communion. And Benedict XVI, echoing tbis teaching, has given some directives
concerning the reception of the Sacraments in the present situation of the Church
in China (cf. Letter to the Church in China, n. 10). These directives are rooted "in
the promotion of communion" and in "charity, that is always above ali": they are
also recalled in the "Compendium" of the same Papal letter which was published by
the Holy See on 24 May 2009.

5.
The Word of God. May I also remind you once again, dear Priests, of the
words of the Holy Father Benedict XVI: "In today's world, as in the troubled times
of the Curé of Ars, the lives and activity of priests need to be distinguished by a
determined witness to the Gospel. As Pope Paul VI rightly noted, 'modem man
listens more willingly to witnesses than to teachers, and if he does listen to teachers,
it is because they are witnesses'. Lest we experience existential emptiness and the
effectiveness of our ministry be compromised, we need to ask ourselves ever anew:
'Are we truly pervaded by the word of God? Is that word truly the nourishment we
live by, even more than bread and the things of this world? D o we really know that
word? Do we love it? Are we deeply engaged with this word to the point that it
really leaves a mark on our lives and shapes our thinking?'. Just as Jesus called the
Twelve to be with him (cf. Mk 3:14), and only later sent them forth to preach, so
too in our days priests are called to assimilate that 'new style of life' which was
inaugurated by the Lord Jesus and taken up by the Aposdes" (Letter for the
Proclamation of the Year of the Priesthood).

6.
The task of Bishops. Dear Priests, at this point allow me to address a few
words also to your Bishops, who have received the fullness of the priesthood. To
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you, dear Brothers in the Episcopate, I would like to recali that your priests' journey
towards holiness has been entrusted to your attentive pastoral care. If one thinks of
the social and cultural conditions of today's world, it is easy to understand how the
danger of dispersion in a great number of différent tasks weighs on priests.
Daily experience shows that the seeds of disintegration among people are deeply
rooted in humanity as a resuit of sin, but the Church can offer in response the
power of the Body of Christ to bring about unity. The Second Vatican Council has
identified pastoral charity as the bond that gives unity to the life and activity of
priests.

7.
Pastoral activity in favour of priesdy vocations. As the Holy Father reminded
you, "during the last fifty years, the Church in China has never lacked an abundant
flowering of vocations to the priesthood and to consecrated life. For this we must
thank the Lord, because it is a sign of vitality and a reason for hope. [...] this
flowering is accompanied, today, by not a few difficulties. The need therefore
emerges both for more careful vocational discernment on the part of Church
leaders, and for more in-depth éducation and instruction of aspirants to the
priesthood and religious life. Notwithstanding the precariousness of the means
available, for the future of the Church in China it will be necessary to take steps to
ensure, on the one hand, particular attention in the care of vocations and, on the
other hand, a more solid formation with regard to the human, spiritual,
philosopbical-theological and pastoral aspects, to be carried out in seminaries and
religious institutes" (Letter to the Church in China, n. 14).
May the célébration of the Year of the Priesthood be therefore an occasion to
launch initiatives to support the life of your seminarians. Thereby, dear Bishops,
you will be able to devote particular attention to their formation by visiting them in
the seminaries and showing deep concern about the training that they receive there,
both on a spiritual and academic level. Besides, your paternal solicitude will suggest
to you, according to the possibilities and conditions of each diocese, suitable
initiatives for promoting vocations to the priesthood, such as prayer days and
meetings or the opening of places where priests and faithful, especially the young,
can come to pray together under the guidance of expert and good priests acting as
spiritual directors.

8.
Ongoing formation. The Holy Father Benedict XVI realises that "in China
too, as in the rest of the Church, the need for an adequate ongoing formation of
the clergy is emerging. Hence the invitation, addressed to you Bishops as leaders of
ecclesial communities, to think especially of the young clergy who are increasingly
subject to new pastoral challenges, linked to the demands of the task of
evangelizing a society as complex as present-day Chinese society. Pope John Paul II
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reminded us of this: ongoing formation of priests «is an intrinsic requirement of the
gift and sacramentai ministry received; and it proves necessary in every age. It is
particularly urgent today, not only because of rapid changes in the social and
cultural conditions of individuals and peoples among whom priesdy ministry is
exercised, but also because of that 'new evangelization' which constitutes the
essential and pressing task of the Church at the end of the second millennium»"
(Letter to the Church in China, n. 13).
Every Bishop, in communion with his brother Bishops of neighbouring dioceses,
should concern himself with organising and personally following serious
programmes of ongoing formation. Particular attention should be paid to young
priests, who frequently have to work alone soon after ordination. They often feel
isolated, with heavy responsibilities. Bishops should attend not only to their
ongoing formation but also should ensure that they are welcomed and helped by
the older clergy. Moreover, it would also be useful if Bishops and priests could find
frequent occasions for personal contacts among themselves, and increase both
officiai and informal meetings in order to plan diocesan activities together, share
their experience and help one another in solving personal and pastoral difficulties.

9.
Eucharistie worship. The saintly Curé of Ars teaches us that the worship
given to the Eucharist outside of Mass is of inestimable value in the life of every
priest. This worship is closely joined to the célébration of the Eucharist. It is your
task as Pastors to encourage Eucharistie worship, either by personal testimony or
by organising a weekly hour of adoration, processions, etc, on both the diocesan
and parish levels. In this way, the faithful could gather around the Eucharist and
experience ecclesial communion.
T o this proposai I would like to remind you of what Pope John Paul II left us
almost by way of a testament: "It is pleasant to spend time with him, to he close to
his breast like the Beloved Disciple (cf. Jn 13:25) and to feel the infinite love
present in his heart. If in our time Christians must be distinguished above all by the
«art of prayer», how can we not feel a renewed need to spend time in Spiritual
converse, in silent adoration, in heartfelt love before Christ present in the Most
Holy Sacrament? H o w often, dear brothers and sisters, have I experienced this, and
drawn from it strength, consolation and support!" (Encyclical Letter Ecclesia de
Eucharistia, n. 25).

10.
The spiritual reconciliation of hearts. What can you do in the face of the
enduring divisions and miseries also present within the Catholic community? If we
are united in the Eucharistie Christ, all of the miseries of the world echo in our
hearts to implore the merey of God. In the same way, we raise up a hymn of praise
and thanksgiving for all the beautiful things of création, for the good works of men
and for the countless gifts of grace which the Lord pours out on humanity: the
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heart opens wide to a greater love, which takes on the breath of that of Christ who
died and rose from the dead.
We should not forget that even "from the start the community of the disciples has
known not only the joy of the Holy Spirit, the grace of truth and love, but also triáis
that are constitated above all by disagreements about the truths of faith, with the
consequent wounds to communion. Just as the fellowship of love has existed since
the outset and will continué to the end (cf. 1 Jn 1:1 ff.), so also, from the start,
división unfortunately aróse. We should not be surprised that it still exists today"
(Letter to the Church in China, n. 6).
In the first letter to the Corinthians, regarding the divisions existing in its
communities, Saint Paul wrote: "For there must be factions among you in order
that those who are genuine among you may be recognised." (1 Cor 11:19).
Everything forms part of God's plan, so that all may serve his omnipotence, which
is wisdom and infinite love. At this time may no one hesitate to seek reconciliation
with concrete gestores, to extend the hand to the brother who "has something
against you" (cf. Matt 5:23-24). In order to obtain it, there is an urgent need to pay
attention also to the human formation of all the faithful, priests and sisters
included, because the lack of human maturity, self-control and inner harmony is the
most frequent source of misunderstandings, lack of cooperation and conflicts
within Catholic communities.

11.
The agencies of communion. In the perspective of the "ecclesiology of
communion", the central and fundamental thought of the documents of the
Second Vatican Council, it seems opportune to draw your attention to what
canonical legislation provides for the fostering of the pastoral task of Bishops and
the growth of the diocesan community: "Every diocesan Bishop is invited to make
use of indispensable instruments of communion and cooperation within the
diocesan Catholic community: the diocesan curia, the presbiteral council, the
college of consultors, the diocesan pastoral council and the diocesan finance
council. These agencies express communion, they favour the sharing of common
responsibilities and are of great assistance to the Pastors, who can thus avail
themselves of the fraternal cooperation of priests, consecrated persons and lay
faithful" (Letter to the Church in China, n. 10).
When the entire diocesan curia cannot be set up due to the shortage of priests,
Bishops should at least start to diversify the roles by gradually appointing a vicar
general, chancellor, procurator, etc, in order to have someone at hand for
consultation and cooperation in making juridical and pastoral decisions.
I wish to conclude my letter by expressing and entrusting to the Most Blessed
Virgin the wish that your priesdy life may be guided more and more by those ideáis
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of the total giving of oneself to Christ and to the Church which inspired the
thought and action of the saindy Curé of Ars.

United with you in prayer and in the hope that your pastoral work will bear a rieh
harvest, I remain,

Yours in the Lord
Tarcisio Card. Bertone
Secretary of State

Baoding bishop explains departure from 'underground' Church
November 12, 2009
H O N G K O N G (UCAN) - A former "underground" Chinese bishop says he
decided to take a leading rôle in the government-approved Catholic Patriotic
Association (CPA) to foster unity in Baoding diocese.
Coadjutor Bishop Francis An Shuxin was made one of the five vice-chairpersons of
the local CPA, a Church administration body, and director of the Church Affairs
Committee (CAC) in July.
In one of the first discussions of his reasons since accepting the posts, the Baoding
prelate told UCA News recendy that he hoped it would help normalize Church life
in the southern diocese in Hebei, the province that mosdy surrounds Beijing.
Bishop An, 60, said he feit helpless over the "cruel" divisions in the Church
community there and hoped that by taking positions in the government-sanctioned
bodies he could "facilitate the diocese's development."
The coadjutor assumed the new positions almost three years after he was released
from a decade of détention and allowed to work openly.
He had been under house arrest since 1996, when he was detained during
crackdowns on the underground Catholic community, which rejects affiliation with
government-approved administrative bodies for the Church.
His décision has generated controversy both within China and outside the country.
Pope Benedict XVI, in a letter to Chinese Catholics in 2007, said that "state
agencies" exercising control over the Church independendy of the Vatican is
"incompatible with Catholic doctrine."
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Bishop An maintains that even though the CPA is a state agency, the involvement
of bishops and priests holding key posts will effectively bring it within the Church
structure and help preserve the faith and the Church's interests.
"We remain obedient to the Pope in faith and Church doctrine. I did not promise
anything except taking up the CPA position," he stated.
Bishops head the local CPA in most mainland dioceses.
"You cannot work normally if you don't get the government's récognition, as other
bishops have found in their dioceses," the Baoding Church leader added.
Bishop An acknowledged that some "underground" priests and laypeople found it
hard to understand his move.
"I refused to join the CPA at first after I was released in 2006," he recounted. "I
changed my mind after reading the pope's letter."
The prelate pointed out that the letter leaves the matter of registering with civil
authorities to individual bishops to decide, in consultation with their priests and
after evaluating the conséquences.
According to Bishop An, he has reported to the Vatican from time to time on the
diocese's situation and has received back affirmation from the Congrégation for the
Evangelization of Peoples on his efforts for reconciliation in Baoding diocese.
Father Joseph Yang Yicun, chairperson of the Baoding CPA, told UCA News that
local government officiais have reported to the State Administration for Religious
Affairs on the bishop's décision to join the CPA. He expects the prelate to be given
lawful status soon.
About 30 open clergy recognize Bishop An's authority in the diocese. About 60
underground priests work coverdy in its territory. Some secretly obey Bishop An,
while the rest refuse his leadership now that he has joined the open Church
community.
Bishop James Su Zhimin (Zhemin) of Baoding, 77, was detained in October 1997
and has not been released. He appeared briefly in a hospital in November 2003, but
there has been no news about him since then.

Ricci's béatification cause back on track
January 25, 2010
By Gerard O'Connell, Special Correspondent in Rome
VATICAN CITY (UCAN) - A bishop in the birthplace of famous missioner to
China Matteo Ricci on the weekend re-launched the process to beatify the Jesuit
priest.
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Bishop Claudio Giuliodori of Macerata diocese presided at the first session of a
diocesan tribunal into the matter in San Giuliano Cathedral.
The tribunal's main task is to hear witnesses to ascertain whether people considered
Father Matteo Ricci a holy man during and after his lifetime and whether dévotion
to him stili exists. Father Ricci was born in 1552 in Macerata, Italy and died on May
11,1610 in Beijing.
Father Matteo Ricci Cause for Béatification re-launched
Macerata (Agenzia Fides) — On Sunday, January 24, at 6pm, after a Mass at the
Cathedral of San Giuliano of the Diocese of Macerata - Tolentino - Recanati Cingoli - Treia, will host the first session of the Diocesan Tribunal for the Cause of
Béatification of Fr. Matteo Ricci S.J. In this year marking the fourth centenary of
his death, there will be a re-launching of the process of béatification of the Jesuit
missionary Macerata, originally launched in Aprii 1984, when Fr. Matteo Ricci was
declared a "Servant of God." The task of the ecclesiastica! court is to hear a
number of witnesses to ascertain the current fame of holiness of the Servant of
God.
Coinciding with the opening of the case, an Historical Commission has been
established to take charge of collecting ali the writings and documents attributed to
Father Matteo Ricci, along with those who have some reference to his figure. The
Commission's work will conclude with a criticai study on the writings of the Jesuit,
along with a judgment as to the authenticity and value of documents on the figure
of Ricci. Finally, also on Sunday, January 24, "Father Matteo Ricci Hall" at the
Palazzo Sarnari, to be used for the célébrations planned for 2010, will be
inaugurated and blessed. (SL) (Agenzia Fides 22/1/2010)

Bishop Matthew Luo Duxi of Leshan dies at age 91, after a great
contribution to religious life, reconstruction of churches, and priestly
formation
Leshan (Agenzia Fides) - Bishop Mattew Luo Duxi of the Diocese of Kiating
(Leshan) Sichuan (mainland China) died on December 4th at the age of 91, as a
resuit of a heart attack and respiratory failure.
The Prelate was born on July 2, 1919 in Renshou. From 1931 to 1934, he studied at
the "pre-seminary" of Yibin and from 1935-1940, in the "Xiao Ming" Seminary in
Ya An, and finally, until 1950, in the Major Seminary of Bailu, in Chengdu.
From 1951 to 1980, he returned to his hometown to work in the fields. In 1983, he
was ordained a priest, at the age of 64, and worked in the Diocese of Leshan, where
he was Vicar General from 1985-1993, when he was consecrated Bishop of Leshan.
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Bishop Luo, who always respected the laws of the land, carried out his episcopal
ministry with disinterested service and generosity. He loved the Church as his own
family, and gave glory to God for the good of all.
The Prelate was very highly esteemed and respected by priests and faithful. He
made a great contribution to the religious life, as well as in restoration of churches
and the formation of the clergy, with excellent results. He was a humble person,
who knew how to foster a relationship with people from every walk of life. He was
very well-loved and acknowledged, even by local authorities, the government, and
every sector of society.
Bishop Luo's funeral services were held on December 7 and presided by Bishop He
Zeqing of Wanzhou, in the Church of Our Lady of the Rosary in Chailou (City of
Emei), with the participation of the local clergy and many priests from the four
dioceses of Sichuan. After his passing, but prior to his funeral, a Hall in the Church
of the Bishops' Residence was dedicated to him. The dedication ceremony was
attended by authorities, priests, and faithful, who carne to express their
condolences.
His body was laid to rest in the Catholic cemetery at the church, located at the foot
of Mount Emei, a mountain in southwestern China of great importance to
Buddhists. (SL) (Agenzia Fides 15/12/2009)

Farewell to Bishop James Lin Xili
October 14, 2009
W E N Z H O U , China (UCAN) - More than 20,000 Catholics from both the
government-approved and "underground" Church communities bade farewell to
Bishop James Lin Xili ofWenzhou on Oct. 10.
Bishop Lin, who had been clandestinely ordained as the first bishop of Wenzhou,
died on Oct. 4. at Qiliang church in Yueqing after a long illness. He was 91.
The late prelate was held in high regard by both communities for his tireless work
in the diocese.
Following his death, Wenzhou diocese's open and underground Church
communities celebrated separate requiem Masses from Oct. 5-10 at Qiliang church.
On Oct. 10, both open and underground Catholics joined together in the fivekilometer-long funeral procession and the internment of his ashes at the Catholic
cemetery on Panyang Hill.
The diocese estimated more than 20,000 Catholics attended the Oct. 10 funeral at
the small Qiliang church, managed by the open Church community. Government
officials, however, put the figure at between 5,000 and 8,000.
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About 1,000 uniform and plainclothes police were stationed outside the church
while the liturgy was in process, but otherwise did not intervene.
Diocesan sources told UCA news that the Wenzhou underground Catholics were
able to conduct their funeral Mass on Oct. 9 with "the greatest freedom and largest
number of attendees ever." This was in sharp contrast to the funerals of other
underground bishops in recent years that were held under strict government
surveillance, they said.
The local government had designated Bishop Lin's funeral to be held at the
Qiligang Church, which is managed by the open Church community and
accommodates only 200 people. Officials helped to level and clean up a
neighboring plot of land to allow the crowd to view the funeral proceedings via a
TV screen.
Except for a few sick, elderly priests, most of the 19 open priests and 18
underground clergy of Wenzhou diocese attended the funeral Masses.
The sources also said local government officials forbade the use of the term zhujiao
(bishop) on banners and wreaths, but a compromise was reached with the use of
"Lin mu" (shepherd Lin). However, officials allowed the verbal use of "Lin zhujiao"
during funeral Masses and other memorial services.
Authorities did not allow Bishop Lin's body to be clothed in bishop's garb, but his
family members placed the zucchetto or bishop's skullcap on his head just before
the cremation, sources said.
For the procession, a two-meter-high portrait of the late prelate in a claret cassock
and zucchetto was placed on a vehicle which was decorated with flowers, while
several laypersons carried his ashes. Government officials had disallowed the use of
a photo of Bishop Lin wearing his miter and holding his crosier.
Many curious non-Catholic onlookers were attracted by the procession in which
hundreds of wreaths, colorful flags and banners were carried to the sound of drums
and pipes. The procession from the church to the cemetery' lasted two and a half
hours.
Bishop Lin was the fourth bishop in mainland China to die in 2009. The issue of
his succession has aroused concern among local Catholics and government
officials, say diocesan sources.
Wenzhou diocese has about 120,000 Catholics, including those who live and work
in other parts of China.

Beijing Church conducts 1st lay-catechist course
August 6, 2009
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BEIJING (UCAN) — Beijing diocese has run its first training course for lay
catechists to meet increasing pastoral needs.
The 10-day intensive course from July 22-31 attracted 120 laypeople from 20
parishes. Many of them have experience in teaching catechumens and evangelizing
to non-Catholics. Participants were mosdy middle-aged laywomen. Some laypeople
from other parishes also sat in during the classes.
German laywoman Helene Reichl conducted the course that took place at Savior
Church (North Church) in Beijing. Reichl, a member of Taiwan bishops'
Commission for Doctrine of the Faith and Catechetical Instruction, has nearly 50
years of experience in evangelization work and can speak fluent Mandarin Chinese.
She spoke on the Sacraments of Initiation — Baptism, Confirmation, and Holy
Communion — and the various stages of the catechumenate, the process whereby
people who want to be Catholics are initiated into the faith. "Participating catechists
had no idea about the 'stage of inquiry'" which is prior to the catechumenate
process, she said. "They used to admit someone as a catechumen merely by asking a
question — if he or she is interested in knowing Jesus and the Catholic faith," Reichl
told UCA News.
Catechism classes in Beijing parishes usually last for three months and catechumens
need not undergo a sériés of preparatory rites before receiving Baptism, she learnt.
Baptisms are often administered once the three-month cycle of catechism classes
ends and the catechists had no idea of the significance of matching the
catechumenate process with the seasons in the Church's liturgical year, she noted.
During the course, she also introduced them to the "Catechism of the Catholic
Church" and other reference books to help them prepare lessons for catechism
classes.
Participants were enthusiastic to learn and eager to ask questions, Reichl said.
However, she pointed out that the outcome of her course depends on whether
parish priests are cooperative in standardizing catechism classes.
A priest who serves at a parish in downtown Beijing said that parishes generally do
not set any requirements for parishioners willing to teach catechism, although they
will provide some formation. This training course was a new undertaking at the
diocesan level, he said.
Participants appreciated Reichl's rich experience. "She didn't tell us profound
theories but gave us many practical methods," said one of them.
Bishop Joseph Li Shan of Beijing told participants at the start of the course that the
diocese normally baptizes about 2,000 people annually, and has plans to build six
churches in 2010 to meet increasing pastoral needs. "The duty of evangelization is
upon each of us, especially parish priests and catechists," he stressed.
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The diocese budgeted about 100,000 yuan (US$14,640) for this course. Nuns of the
diocesan St. Joseph's Convent and some parishioners of North Church volunteered
as receptionists, assisted at the classes and delivered meals for participants.
One participant from other parish appreciated their service. "I can feel like at home
in the North Church as well as the love and harmony of the diocese as a family,"
she said.
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Bringing Christian faith into the open in China
By Wang Shanshan and Hu Yongqi in Beijing, Lu Jundng in Shanghai and Wu
Yiyao in Zhejiang
China Daily: 2009-12-25
Yu Jianrong, a researcher with the CASS, said many church properdes were closed
down during the "cultural revolution". But it was during this 10 years of turmoil
that religion began to spread rapidly, with many house churches springing up in
Wenzhou, Zhejiang.
"It has to do with the nature of religion. The more pressure there is on a religion,
the more prosperous it can be," he said, adding that more Christians than ever
before are now willing to talk openly about their beliefs in public. "I have seen
many village houses in Henan province and in other places that have couplets
about God pasted on their doors. I would not have imagined people being so open
decades ago."
A 75-year-old Christian in Beijing surnamed Wang, who was baptized as a baby,
told China Daily: "There was a rime when we had to pray at home, secretly and
silendy, because we feared we would be punished. But we can now enjoy religious
freedom, and more and more people are free to speak out about their faith."
The CASS report on the number of Christians, which has been presented to the
central government, was the first ever to feature those who attend house churches,
said Yu.
The previous officiai figure was just 16 million Christians, which included only
those people who attend or are affiliated with the Three-Self Patriotic Movement of
Protestant Churches in China, the State-approved church, according to the officiai
website of the Chinese Protestant Church.
Set up in 1954, the Three-Self Patriotic Movement - self-support, self-govemance
and self-propagation - was closed for 13 years before its restoration by the
government in 1979.
Affiliated churches must generate their own funds. However, local govemments are
starting to lend more support, said parishioners.
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Dai Yafang, 56, who works at Xitang Protestant Church with her husband, said the
Jiashan county authorities sold the land from the new construction despite another
company offering more than double the asking price.
"The land transfer fee was 180,000 yuan and a company offered to pay 600,000
yuan for it, but the government still sold the land to the church," she said.
The new church is also sited in a "prestigious" location, said 50-year-old Xitang
resident Ling Yuming. "It used to be the people's square in town where all the
meetings and events were held."
He added: "When the church was closed, people used to gather in the home of an
elderly woman surnamed Tang. There were so many people crowded in a litde
room that I couldn't even see Tang as she read from the Bible. We all knew that
was a Protestant gathering but no one talked about it. Nowadays people are much
more willing to talk about religious beliefs. It is a part of our identity."
However, despite the increased freedom, other experts said that even today some
churches are reluctant to hold promotions in public to raise money and instead rely
on private donations.
"There are also many Christians in the provinces of Shaanxi, Hebei and Shandong.
The numbers in Shandong have risen sharply because of the work of missionaries
arriving from South Korea," he said, adding that the overall boom in Christianity
came during two periods: between 1979 and 1985, and from the mid-1990s to now.
"We cannot give the exact reasons for the fast growth. It may have to do with the
transformation of the society. But the latest trend is that more and more
intellectuals in cities are joining house churches," he said.
In Beijing, last year saw more than 2,000 baptized at Xuanwumen Catholic Church
in Beijing, an increase of about 15 percent on 2007, said church officials.
The 1,000-capacity Xuanwumen was even struggling to meet demand, according to
Xiao Jianqiu. "We get more than 2,000 believers here on Christmas Eve," said the
volunteer in her 50s, who added that the church is having to install large-screen
televisions so more people can see the service.
Ying Mulan, vice-president of the Beijing Catholicism Committee, explained that
younger generations were among the largest group taking up Christianity because
"religious ideas contribute to social development, such as doing good for others".
A volunteer at the Shanghai Community Church, which stands in the grand French
Concession and is the metropolis' biggest church, said its weekly youth group
meetings now regularly attract more than 800 people, a sharp rise on 2002 when as
few as 20 would attend.
O n Wednesday, about 1,000 young parishioners packed out the church, one of the
many closed during the "cultural revolution," for a Christmas carol concert. Among
them was graphic designer Huang Wenjing, 24, who was baptized in 2007.
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"At the beginning my parents thought I had gone crazy and burned my Bible and
stole my computer. But I prayed for them to behave better, and eventually they
started to respect my behef," she said. "I'm happy and proud to be a Christian.
"It's an honor to say it loudly that I'm a child of God. Discrimination and criticism
is in the past, far away from us. When you stand out, you will tind out actually there
are so many brothers and sisters around you. We are a big family in Shanghai."
Huang's colleague, Wang Yanzhou, who also converted to the faith, said: "At first I
laughed at her (Huang), because she always said things that sounded awkward. But
she didn't feel embarrassed. She told ali the colleagues about her religion proudly
and always looked happy."
Jin Meidi, a preacher in her 60s, began working at the Moore Mémorial Church in
Shanghai in 1995 when only 20 people used to turn up for her Bible study group.
Now there are 120, she said, two-thirds of whom are university students or new
graduates.
"Young people have a high rate of acceptance of Christianity. Twenty years ago, ail
group members were elderly and migrant workers," said Jin, who converted to
Christianity in 1985.
She has run home prayer gatherings for elderly people from more than two
decades, but it took a while to win the support of local residents' committees.
"In the early years they (officiais) didn't understand our purpose, but after years of
charity work and caring for orphans, they were touched and have become very
supportive over the past 10 years," she said.
The preacher said that she was a lot more confident displaying her faith in public
and explained: "Every rime I do good things - offering my seat to an old person on
a bus, for example - and someone says thank you, I always tell them we should
thank God. People often say 'thank God' very naturally and smile.
"We definitely enjoy a high degree of freedom for our religion now and our social
status has been lifted these past decades. We receive respect from others."

China Protestant group meets Taiwanese, global Evangelical body
By Francis Wong
Hong Kong, 20 November (ENI)-National leaders of mainland China's officiallysanctioned Protestant church grouping have made their first visit to the National
Council of Churches in Taiwan, while a délégation from the World Evangelical
Alliance has travelled to Chinese cities to meet Protestant Christians.
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The leaders of the State-approved China Christian Council and the Three-Self
Patriotic Movement attended a 13-14 November academic forum organized by the
Taiwan church council and the Methodist Church in Taiwan.
Methodist Bishop Enoch Kuey told Ecumenical News International in a 17
November email that the forum in the capital, Taipei, aimed to "dissolve
misunderstandings" between the churches in Taiwan and in mainland China.
Taiwan has in effect functioned as an independent country for 60 years but Beijing
views the island nation as a renegade province of China. Relations between Beijing
and Taipei have, however, improved since the élection of Ma Ying-jeou, who
favours closer ties with the mainland, as Taiwan's président in 2008.
The Three-Self Patriotic Movement was formed in 1954 as the only legitimate
umbrella for Protestant activities in mainland China. The China Christian Council
emerged with the support of the TSPM after China's Cultural Revolution from
1966 to 1976, when the expression of religious life was effectively banned.
Separately, the World Evangelical Alliance announced that a group of its leaders
met with the China Christian Council and the Three-Self Patriotic Movement on 16
November in Shanghai.
"This visit was the first step in creating a new map in the relationship between
W E A and the churches in China," said the WEA's international director Geoff
Tunnicliffe in a statement.
The WEA said its team would travel to other parts of China to meet key people at
Nanjing's Union Seminary, the largest national seminary, and government leaders in
Beijing.
The Evangelical alliance is made up of 128 national evangelical alliances located in 7
régions, and Tunnicliffe was on 11 November elected to serve in his rôle for
another five years following the conclusion of his first term of service in 2010.
The W E A says its mission is to foster Christian unity and provide a worldwide
identity, voice and platform to Evangelical Christians. In recent years it has also
stepped up its contacts with the Geneva-based World Council of Churches, on
whose representati ve bodies members of China's officially sanctioned churches
serve.
The China Christian Council estimâtes there are at least 18 million Protestants in
China, but many other Christians belong to "house" or underground churches, say
some analysts.
In Taiwan, about 100 church leaders and academics had attended the forum which
touched on issues such as church history in mainland China and Taiwan,
theological éducation, church social services, and church and social development.
"We need to know the needs of each others, and the needs of us in common, like
the training of teachers in the seminar}- and the profession of social work," said
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Bishop Kuey. He said there had been visits from some provincial sections of the
China Protestant grouping but that this had been the first time that the national
leaders had visited Taiwan.
The Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, which attended the Taipei forum, has been
vocal in its support of self-determination for the people in Taiwan regarding the
politicai status of the island.
The Rev. Andrew T. C. Chang, general secretary of the Presbyterian church said
that it was good for church leaders in mainland China to come to Taiwan and
witness the development and progress of the churches there, the Taiwan Church
News reported.
Chang noted that "the PCT's longstanding efforts in promoting social justice and
peace in Taiwan should serve as a model for Chinese church leaders and encourage
them to stand up against government oppression in China." [628 words]

Church Growth in China Too Fast to Keep Up With, Says Chinese
Leader
By Ethan Cole
Christian Post Reporter, Wed, Oct. 21, 2009
One of the greatest challenges facing churches in China is training enough pastors
to keep up with the booming Christian population, said the président of a Christian
Organization in China.
The Rev. Gao Feng, président of the government-approved China Christian
Council, told the head of the World Council of Churches, the Rev. Dr. Samuel
Kobia, that in his home province there is only one trained pastor for 40,000
Christians.
"One of the challenges is that we need to train more pastors," stated Gao, who at
47 years old is the youngest président in CCC's history, last Friday.
Because of the shortage of trained pastors, Gao explained, churches in China have
relied on lay leaders. There are nearly 150,000 lay leaders - who, for the most part,
do not have formai theological training - working as pastors in local churches.
Lack of theological éducation among church leaders has caused serious problems in
local churches. In one province, he shared, a church proclaimed that Jesus had
already returned as a young woman.
Gao noted that it is important for Chinese Christian leaders to be educated because
they will play an important rôle in the WCC fellowship. China is not only rising as a
global economic and politicai power but it will also rise to be a powerful voice in
the global church, he contended.
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The China Christian Council, which Gao has led since 2008, serves as the Chinese
government's umbrella Organization for Protestant churches. To be legal in China,
churches need to register and operate under the CCC.
But millions of Chinese Christians have refused to work with the CCC because of
its affiliation with the government. These "house churches" argue that the
government has no right to oversee a religious body and that it violâtes religious
freedom.
The underground Christian population, those who worship in house churches, is
estimated to be as high as 100 million. But according to CCC statistics from 2005,
there are only about 16 to 20 million Protestants in China.
Kobia stopped in China en route to North Korea where he visited churches and
government leaders Oct. 17-20.

Linfen-Fushan House Church Christian Sentenced to 7-Years in
Prison
November 25 2009
SHANXI-(China Aid) - The trial of Linfen house church leaders in Shanxi province
was held from 9:00 AM to about 10:00 PM on November 25 (Beijing rime), lasting
over 12 hours. Pastors Yang Rongli, Wang Xiaoguang, Yang Xuan, Cui Jiaxing, and
Zhang Huamei have been been held in détention since their unwarranted arrests on
Friday, September 25, 2009, when they attempted to travel to Beijing an lodge a
formal complaint about the destruction of their church to the Central governing
authorities. Their trial was held in the No. 12 Trial Room at People's Court of
Raodu District, Linfen City, Shanxi province.
The verdicts were severe and were announced immediately following the trial. Two
criminal charges were used— the crime of "illegally occupying farming land" and
"disturbing transportation order by gathering masses." Sister Yang Rongli received
7 years severe sentence for both charges; Pastor Wang 3 yrs for the first charge,
brother Yang Xuan, 3 and a half years, and Cui Jiaxing earned 4 and a half years for
the first charge; Sister Zhang Huamei was found guilty of the second charge, and
sentenced to 4 years in prison.
The Court's conduci throughout the trial clearly indicated the government had
decided upon the verdict and prepared it in advance. There were only two 20
minutes breaks for recess, and only four family members of the convicted prisoners
were allowed to be present during the trial. Government prosecutors showed over
1000 pages of so-called "evidence materials" related to this case, but the defense
lawyers were only allowed to review about 50 pages before the trial to prepare their
defense. The six Christian rights defense lawyers, including reknowned Attorneys Li
Fangping (Simon) and Zhang Kai (Kevin), presented a very clear and satisfactory
defense of the innocence of the five church leaders. Three of the accused church
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leaders were seen in excellent spirit with clear mind, when the lawyers' were
presendng their case.
Sister Yang Rongh and Pastor Wang Xiaoguang's son was able to briefly chat with
his parents during one recess rime near the bathroom outside the court room. Sister
Yang and Pastor Wang encouraged their son to stand firm in his faith in Christ.
Yang and Wang have led the Fushan church, part of the 50,000 members house
church network in Linfen and the surrounding villages, for more than 30 years. The
Fushan Church leaders unwarranted arrests, détentions, and severe sentences after
the massive church destruction on September 13, marks one of the worst
crackdowns on house church leaders in the past decade.
"To punish an innocent house church leader for 7 years' imprisonment is the most
serious sentence since 2004 when the senior Henan house church leader pastor
Zhang Rongliang received a similar length, " said ChinaAid President Bob Fu. "We
strongly condemn these unjust sentences, which are based on trumpeted charges.
This case clearly shows the serious deteriorating situation of religious perseution in
China. We call upon the Obama administration and international community to
speak up unequivocally its concern about this case."

CHCA President, Pastor "Bike, " Issues 4th Open Letter to President Hu
Jintao
August 31, 2009
HENAN-(China Aid) -With the 60th Anniversary Célébration of Communist Party
rule in China rapidly approaching, Chinese authorities continue vilifying Christians
as "imaginary enemies, " boldly taking actions to dismande and control the
independent Christian church, especially in Beijing. In response, Pastor "Bike"
Jiang Mingxuan, President and Founder of the Chinese House Church Alliance,
issued his fourth public "Open Letter to President Hu Jintao, " on August 16, 2009.
In the letter, he listed grievances of specific house churches against the local
governments: "These state officiais mistreat millions of Christians in China as the
"social disturbance." They impose fines and enforce détention to the Christians,
claiming they are "cult" and "illegal gathering". Those officiais robbed items and
money from the Christians and keep the value to themselves." He appealed to
President Hu Jintao to reform corruption in the Chinese government and promote
legal equality for all believers.
Pastor Bike also shared Christ's love with the President: "The Christians in China
were arrested, beaten and killed like lambs by your subordinates but they endure the
hardship and love you like Jesus does regardless." Though he assured the President
that Chinese Christians would not avenge themselves, he cautioned that
"the...persécution Christians suffer will make them stronger warriors for Christ;
however, those who persecute the children of God will have to pay the penalty."
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Secret CPC Directive Calls for the Dismantling of Six
Churches in Beijing

House

August 25, 2009
B E I J I N G — O n August 25, 2009, ChinaAid leamed the Chinese government
recendy issued a secret directive calling the government agencies to dismande at
least six major house churches before the end of August. ChinaAid believes these
actions have been taken in préparation for the célébration of the 60th anniversary
of the CPC's rule in China.
Reliable sources told ChinaAid that the Beijing Huajie Plaza received an order from
the PSB to terminate its rental contract with the Beijing Shouwang house church.
One of the largest house churches in the area, Beijing Shouwang Church has been
renting two floors for their worship and Sunday school services in Huajie Plaza for
a few years. The church has over 1,000 church members, and most of them are
intellectuals from universities. This is the most recent action against Beijing
Shouwang Church since government officiais forcibly shut down their church
website on April 13, 2009, and raided the church on May 11, 2008.
Other house churches in Beijing recendy received similar pressure to stop church
gatherings. This is believed to be the first step taken by the Chinese government to
crack down on the house churches in Beijing.
In mid-August, three government officiais, including members of the PSB and
RAB, disrupted a baptism service held at a river in the Beijing suburbs by one
house church from Haidian district. Outside Beijing, a TSPM church in Zhejiang
was also raided, and more than 2 tons of Sunday school materials were confiscated.
A house church training school in Shandong province was also raided and banned
by the authorities.
President Bob Fu believes, "the upcoming 60th anniversary of the CPC is not cause
for trampling on rights of peaceful Citizens gathering in accordance with their right
to religious freedom. ChinaAid urges the Chinese government to revoke the secret
directive, which is contrary to international covenants signed by the CPC, to
acknowledge the positive società! influence of these house churches, and to allow
these churches to meet freely throughout the anniversary period."
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